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ACTIVITIES AT SUMMER FESTIVAL — The second annual
Summer
Theatre Festival, sponsored by the Downtown Merchants Associat
ion and
the Community Theatre, was held on the Court Square last night. Among
the variety of entertainment provided during the festival was a
two-act
melodrama (above left) and the Magic Mountain Music Band (above
right)
composed of, left to right, Larry Bartlett, Pete Lancaster and Robert Valen-

laOarBUM Year

Lk Per Copy

tine who were accompanied by Butch Anderson and Joe Jackson.
A
cakewalk (below left), a puppet shwa( and the auction of items indudin
ga
country ham delighted the audience as the expression on Charles Harrell's
face(below center)signifies. The advance summer season ticket booth
was
manned by Micki Phillips (left) and Peggy Billington, chairman of the ticket
drive.
star( Photos by Gene menutcheon
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A aurnber of Calloway County High
School graduating seniors were
honored Friday in an honors day
awards program marking the end of the
acadsmic year at that school.
Susan Imes and John Brinkley were
recognized as valedictOrian and
salutatorian respectively, as were
Randy McCallon and Kim Kemp the
"best all-around , boy and girl" in the
senior class. Brinkley was recognized
as the "outstanding senior" and Miss
Kemp was recognized as senior class
president.
Among the award winners, Murray
State University scholarships will go to
Susan Imes, Lorriane Steen, Kenneth
Paschall, LuAnn Colson, John
Brinkley, Gail Tucker and Karen
Edwards.
Assorted clubs and organizations will
be awarding scholarships to Nada
Thompson, Lions, Linda Chaney,
National Secretary Association, Judy
Kendall, Hazel Womens Club, Susan
Imes, U. S. Postal Service, Nada
Thompson and Luana Colson, John
Brinkley and Gail Tucker, speech
scholarships, Randy ' McCallon,
Calloway
County
Education
Association, Craig Redden, the Dr. Ray
Mofield Debate Scholarship, Luana
Colson, a scholarship for the outstanding Speech ll student.
Laura Jarrett won the English IV
award, Kristi Eldridge won the journalism award, while University of
Kentucky journalism awards went to
Miss Eldridge and Diane Hounshell.
Judy Kendall won the National Poetry
Press certificate.
Journalism staff certificates went to
Kristi Eldridge, Mike Howard, Jimmy
Lamb, Diane Hounshell, Sandra Hale,
Rex Jackson and Jeannie Hutchins.
Vocational school awards went to
Geneva Garland, business and office;
Ricky Cherry,industrial education, and
Becky Walls, distributive education.
Mitzi Redick and Tim Coles won band
awards, while Kim Outland won the
music history award.

Commissioner Sees No Need For Reimbursement
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Teressa Bibb and Diane Hounshell
won the art award.
Greg Cooper_received the record
keeping award for FFA, while Danny
Kingins won the Agriculture IV award
and Darrell Walker received the
Horticulture II award.
Mike Irvan won the industiral arts
award.
Home economics awards went to
Tina Eldridge, Miss FHA Officer, Shari
Tucker, outstanding basic adult living,
and Kathy Thorn, chapter homemaker
degree.
Dan Hutson won the award for choral
music. Kristi Eldridge won the award
fpr office practice. Craig Redden won
the math award, and Debra Tucker,
Tammy Calhoun, Gina Crabtree and
Darrell Walker won awards for intramurals.
Student council officers Randy
McCallon, Danny Kingins, Rhonda
Darnell and Felecia Pinner were
recognized.
Yearbook awards went to Sheila
Morris, editor, Luana Colson, assistant
editor, Gail Tucker, business manager,
Susan Imes, sports editor, Everett
Hart, photographer, Tammy Feltner,
art editor, Janne Cooper, Lenna Duke,
Denise Howard and Debra Tucker,
typists. The yearbook this year is
dedicated to coaches Clayton Hargrove
and Jim Nix.
Among other award winners, Tena
Bucy, Janna Cooper, Kristi Eldridge,
Kenneth Paschall, Beverly Sweatman,
Mark Jones and Penny Lockhart were
honored for perfect attendance.
Service awards went to Lisa
Carraway, Kathryn Thorne, -Sandy
Milby, Beverly Garland, Mitzi Todd,
Arlene Free, Teressa Bibb, Sherry
Lawrence, Pam Pierce, Jo Beth
Norwood, Mitzi Redick, Pat Phillips,
Tim Anderson, Luana Colson, Lori
Brandon Crouse, Rhonda Darnell,
Karen Edwards, Tina Eldridge, Kevin
Hutson, Kim Kemp, Penny Lockhart,
Randy McCallon, Sheila Morris, Pat
Parrish, Tonya Walker, Rick Spann
and Kevin Scruggs.

Local tennis courts were filled with activity
requests for use of state planes were
Friday as
the
First Region High School tennis tournament
turned down.
got underway here. The Murray High School
boys and girls
The Lexington Leader said its survey
tennis teams each had four players in the tourname
of the state's eight program cabinets
nt. For
a recap of the action see today's Sports Section,
turned up only one official, Dr. Richard
pages 6-7.
Also, he said, he would recommend
Robinson, deputy commerce commisan official state policy restricting_stalin sioner, who could
recall a request being
planes to official state use.
rejected by the Department for
- The use of state planes has been a
Finance and Administration because
controversial subject since it was
the planes were needed for higher
learned that Carroll used state planes
Classifieds
priority uses.
10,11
four times in 16 months for vacation
Comics
Since June 27, all flights have to be
4
trips to the Bahamas.
Crossword
scheduled through Finance and
10
Mostly sunny and hot Sunday
Dear Abby
A survey of state agencies, meanAdministratio Secretary Russell
2
with a slight chance of a few
Deaths & Funerals
while, has indicated that few agency
McClure, except those of the governor,
12
thundershowers in the late afFins
lieutenant governor and their families
89
ternoon and early evening. Highs
Horoscopes
and staffs, the Leader said.
23
Sunday from the upper Ms to the
Let's Stay Well
Prior to June 27, agencies scheduled
3
low 90s.
Local Scene
flights on state planes directly through
—23
Probability- of predpitation Is
Opinion Page
the state Air Transport office at the
4
20 percent Sunday. Sports
•---airp
ort
-here.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — About 12,000 exemption to small
issue bonds up to
ployrnent rate above the national
Unlike McClure, that office had no
cities, counties and towns, including
$20 million for industrial development
average
authority to question justification of an
, a fiveyear growth rate of
about 80 in Kentucky, would qualify as in blighted areas, and
would allow
employment below the national averagency's equest for an aircraft.
distressed areas under President businesses an extra 5 percent
tax credit
age, a five-year growth rate of
Carter's proposed urban program sent for investments in such
communities.
population below the national average.
to Congress.
The funds have not been set, but
or a five-year absolute change in perIf the legislation is approved, they
under the investment tax credit
capita income below the national
would be eligible to apply for federal
program,areas would get $41 million in
average
.
aid under the industrial development
1979, $132 million in 1980 and $114
Here are the Kentucky counties and
bond and differential investment tax
million in 1981.
towns on the list released Friday by the
credit provisions.
To be eligible, an area must have
Treasury Department:
The legislation would grant tai tlree of the four criteria: an
unem(For towns and cities in the list, the
eligible area is defined by the boundaries of the local jurisdiction. In the
case of counties, eftgible area means
that part of the county outside of incorporated or organized jurisdictions
Counties are Bracken, Butler,
Caldwell, Campbell, Carlisle, Fleming,
Fulton. Gallatin, Garrard, Green,
Lee Bryan received the rifle award, Jon Jackson, Lee,
The naming of Murray High School
Lewis, Lincoln, Lngari,
Band award winners for the current
Noffsinger won the stage band award; Marion, Marshall
, Monroe, Morgan,
school year and the announcement of
Michele Kelly received the band spirit Nelson, Owsley,
Robertson, Spencer.
new band officers for next academic
award; while Chris Bland won the most Washington.
year were amoftg the highlights of
improved player award.
Cities are Augusta, Brooksville,
Murray High Band's annual picnic held
Outstanding senior bandsmen went to Foster, Morgan
town, Fredonia,
Jon Noffsinger; outstanding junior, Princet
Thursday at Kenlake State Park.
on, Bellevue, California,
sophomore and freshmen respectively Crestview,
Dayton, Highland Heights,
went to James Harrison, Charles Newport,
James Harrison will serve as band
Silver Grove, Southgate,
Schaeffer, and Shari Crafton.
president next year, while Kevin
Wilder, Melbourne, Erlington, BarAwards for outstanding bandsmen at dwell, Fulton,
Allbritten will be vice president. Other
Hinkman, Warsaw,
the Middle School went to: eighth Glencoe.
officers are Dana Mansfield, secretary,
grade,
Carol Beaman, outstanding
Beth Taylat treasurer, David Jonett;
Lancaster, Campbellsburg,
woodwind, Tracy Beyer, outstanding Eminence,
senior representative, Matt Burke,
Smithfield. Columbus,
rePrelientlItrite, Shari'ersitOtt:
imdtlt
Bromley,_ Covingtoi, liudkor
.....—
,... tarpharnore'repregetetative
l Thfirldlng low
Mart- fkigerve
-7Iranceinirg, toliesboro. Crab Os chw
grade, Teresa Ford, outstanding Hustonvi
freabman'representative.
:•
lle, Stanford, Auburn, ....Bus.
Pattatirthe-sward wirtnerw,- -drum _...vmadwiaid,-ItritAtibritten. outstanding -Bradifirdsville, hotel to,
nigh
brass and percussion, and Steve • Renton, Hardin,
awards went•to Tammy Parker
'NURSES GRADUATE — Eighteen individuals who have completed licensed practical
Calvert City. .s
nurse instruction at the
Wells, outstanding low brass; girth
and Craig Thuiman; Gina Jones won
Murray Vocational Center received diplomas at graduation exercises at the First
Tompkinsville, Gamaliel, BloomUnited
Methodist Church here
grade, I aura Montgomery, outstanding
the majorette award; and Kathy
Friday night. Left to right, back row, are Mary Boesch, Murray; Teresa Dunevant,
field, New Haven, Fairfield
Wingo; Faye Price, Fulton; Marilyn
,(lay City.
woodwind, Robert Perrin, outstanding
Fenton won the color guard comDelaney, Murray; Barbara Burkeen, Murray; and Naomi Schmeliet, Murray. Front
Mount Olivet, Jamestown,
row, Eddie Stone, Murray; Glenda
Russell
high brass and percussion and Donna
mander award.
Springs, Taylorsville, Mackvill
Wright, Water Valley; jarmis Wetmore, Murray; Sheila Kirk, Murray; Carolyn Camfield,
Murray; Joyce Jones, Maytiekk
e,
WillStanfill, outstanding low brass.
Danna Shipley won the flag award;
isburg.
Bobbie Davis, Benton;'tame Larimer, Possum Trot and Gail Dick, Mayfield.
mat Photo by Gene MK utchfon
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Commerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer says he sees no need to
reimburse the state for times he took
his son along when traveling on state
airplanes on official business.
It cost the state no more for his 7year-old son, John, to accompany him
on two or three occasions, McBrayer
said. It apparently was his first public
comment on the controversy over use of
the state air fleet.
"TVS absurd to say a man can't take
his son with him to make a speech. I
only wish I could have done it more

often," he said.
McBrayer is widely believed to be
Gov. Julian Carroll's choice in the 1979
Democratic gubernatorial primary.
Carroll's personal use of state planes
has been critized by state Auditor
George Atkins, another almost certain
contender for the Democratic nom—
ination for governor.
McBrayer said if he announces as a
candidate, when it comes to the
question of state planes, "I am not
going to be put in the position of
defending the governor. I'm not the
governor. I don't set the policies.

They're not my planes."
If he were governor, McBrayer said,
"Basically, I would avoid use of state
airplanes for vacations."

Legislation Would Aid Areas

Murray High Band Award
Winners Named At Picnic
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Pacers Club Holds
Meet. Hum Mime

COMMUNITY
CALE N ITAII

Saturday, May 27
Sprotsman Pony Pull will be
at Livestock and Exposition
Center,
Murray
State
University, sponsored by
Calloway County Athletic
, Boosters Club. Weigh in will
be from nine a.m. to twelve
aoon, and pull will start at one
p.m

Your Individual
Horoscope

Alpha
Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet for the regular luncheon
meeting at twelve noon at the
club house with the program
by the Music Department of
the club.

FraNcesbrake
FOR MONDAY,MAY 29, 1978
exceptionally careful in
dealings with the opposite sex.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov 23 to Dec 21)
It may be well to consult
others before taking unusual
action. Your intuition is excellent, but another viewpoint
could be helpful.
CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Tv ATI
Collaborate on a program
with associates who have allied-interests and principles. Some
excellent ideas could result
from a -meeting of minds."

tind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the dangly, road the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Sunday, May 28
Reception honoring the Rev. ARIES
Max and Betty Sledd, (Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
You don't need to look afar for
missionaries to Nigeria. will
be held at the fellowship hall best returns. They will come
from within your immediate
of the Meinorial Baptist surroundings and, perhaps,
Church following the six p.m. through some "unlikely"
worship services at the source. A good day!
church.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Take constructive action on a
Tea for graduating class
members and their spouses of project which you may have
had in mind for some tune. With
the 1947, 1948, and 1949 classes good preparation, you should be
of Farmington High School able to complete it now.
will be held at the home of Mr.. GEMINI
and Mrs. Perry Cavitt. (May 22 to June 21)
A spirited day, even taxing at
Murray,from two to five p.m.
moments. But then, Gesninians
know how to benefit by
Monday, May 29
Flag and Rifle Corps of challenges and hurdle obstacles
in the most unexpected ways.
Calloway County High School
will have a skating party from CANCER
eight to ten p.m. at the Murray June 22 to July 23 ,
Skating Rink.
Orient yourself to beneficial
changing conditions. Take a
office of the Murray senior long, hard, objective look in
Citizens will be closed for the order to reach accurate appraisaLs.
holiday.
—LEO
Murray Postoffice. Murray (July 24 to Aug. 23) *frofigr
influences
solar
Good
City Hall, and Calloway
County Court House will be stimulate your inspiration,
, ideas for a new strategy
closed for the memorial Do
through which to attain obholiday.
jectives. Job matters under
especially beneficent aspects.
• Recovery, Inc., will meet at VIRGO
the Health Center, North Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -I''a
Devoid of planetary enSeventh and Olive Streets, at
couragement now, you may
7:30 p.m.
tend to feel lost. But don't.
Instead,, accelerate, reactivate
your interests, and you will land
Tuesday, May 38
on a safe shore.
Murray
(take off LIBRA
pounds sensibly ) Club will Sept. • 24 to Oct. 23, —
Not a favorable day for
meet at the Health Center at
lobbying
your interests.
seven p.m.
Associates will probably not be
very enthusiastic. Bide your
Ellis Center will be otkn time.
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for SCORPIO
activities by the Senior (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mixed influences. Stay out of
Citizens. Call 753-0929 for
speculative ventures and be
Information..

AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences mild, yet
you can have a successful day.
Taboo wild schemes, daring
ventures. There's a tendency
toward recklessness now.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) "toTpx,...
restrain Yourself, no matter
how strong the urge to take
direct action becomes. This is a
day for planning — not for involvement
in
complex c
situations.
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Put the pedal to the metal and hang on tight,
cause that high-balln'bandit is roan'tonight!
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HENRY FONDA
MEN BRENNAN
JOHN BYFIER..

By Abigail Van Buren
WEIN CAPC•00 Towne Y News Send kw.
DEAR ABBY: I am so upset. I hardly know how to start
this letter. While straightening up my teen-age daughter's
room, I came across a letter from a friend of hers in
another state. I read it, partly out of curiousity, and partly
to determine if it was something that could be discarded.
I was horrified at the filthy language, and also at the
girl's delight in having found a, theater that shows only
dirty movies!
This 'letter also described family possessions and
"vacations," but Abby, I know the girl's parents and
correspond with themk and this girl'-was
— What should I do? Now I inspect that my daughter must
be responding to these letters in equally filthy language,
and since this girl is My daughter's best friend, I must
assume that my daughter's tastes run toward dirty
movies, too.
Don't these kids know that filling their minds and
mouths with garbage will do them no good?
Should I write to this girl's mother and tell her to talkwith her daughter? Should I-talk with my daughter and tell
her what I've learned? Or are we too late to shape our
children's morals once they've reached their teens?
CONCERNED MOTHER
,DEAR CONCERNED: if you have done your best to
shape your daughter's morals, you need not consider
yourself a "failure." Some teenagers feel "big" and
grown-up using gutter language. exaggerating and even
lying a little for effect, but that doesn't mean they are "no
good." If they have been properly brought up (and even
the best-reared children sometimes go through this stage),_
they will outgrow it.
At the appropriate time,subtly warn your daughter that
mucking around in the lower registers of speech and
entertainment can be habit forming. In the meantime,
keep the avenues of communication open between you and
your daughter, and don't shake her confidence in you by
letting her know that you were snooping. You were, you
know.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant .intellect and, great love 'of
learning. Your tastes run
toward the literary and you
have an unusual flair for the
dramatic — a tremendous asset
should you choose the stage,
politics or the law as a career. If
DEAR ABBY: How does a father who has excelled in
you write, your best work would
sports all his lifewdjUst to a 14-year-old son who has never
evidence itself in essays,
shown even a normal interest in sports?
criticism, novels and detective
stories. But don't count out
I realize that not all boys can be great athletes, but my
journalism and travel literature
son has the build for it, and the coordination, too. He
— "naturals" for the restless, - could be really good if he wanted to, but he's lazy, and he
curious .G.eminian. You have:a.
, isn't competitive in anything,
great • gift for 'oratory and, if
-I have done my best to get him interested in sports ever
starting out in politics or the
since he was old enough to hold a ball, Abby, but it never
Legal field, this advantage could
caught on. Believe me,it's not easy to be a good father to a
quickly propel you to a top spot
boy like aiAiik—suggestions?
in statesmanship or in the
SAD DAD
diplomatic field. Other areas
suited to your talents: exDEAR DAD: Yes, lay off. A "good" father forgets
ploration, archeology, music
himself and thinks of his son. He then encourages the boy
and sculpture. Birttxlate of:
to grow in the direction he seems inclined.
Patrick Henry,. early Amer.
statesman; G.K. Chesterton,
_yJisconununity_and ha
Eng. journalist, author,made many lovely new friends. I met a lady at church and
Pres. John F. Kennedy: Bob
invited her to my home for coffee and cake. It was then
Hope, comedian.
that I discovered that she is either a thief or a
kleptomaniac, for when I -went into the kitchen for a
moment, and suddenly returned, I saw her open her large
illiURRAY
181
purse and drop my silver spoon and kirk into it.
DRIVE r,..."2"hit
IN
.49a
7
2t
4
1
7 -You can't imagine how shocked I was! Now I do not want
to make a big issue of it by preferring charges against her,
but I do want my silverware back as those pieces are
sterling silver and are part of my set. Do I dare ask her to
-N ITE
return them? And if so, how? I have told no one and do not
DOUBLE-HEADER
intend to.
Thru Thurs.'
NEW IN TOWN
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Mother Shocked
By Teen's Letter
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She taught,she cries,
she feels angry, she feels lonely,
she feels guilty, she makes hreakf.tst.
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Women's Play Given

GINNY HALE,1eft, and Conrad Parker watch as 'Timmy
Manning uses a new reading machine at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School. Ginny, Conrad, and Timmy
are remedial reading students of Mrs. Randa Cunningham
and are from Mrs. Juana Dodson's fifth grade class.

The A Tennis Group of the
women of the Murray Country
Club will play on Tuesday,
May 30, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
Lineups are as follows:
Patsy Oakley, LuAnn
Philpot, Rainey Apperson,
and Emmy Edwards.
Judy Carroll, Georgianna
Moffitt, Lois Keller, and
Shirley Homra.
Corrine Stripling, Nancy
Whitmer, Brenda Marquardt,
and Sue Overby.
Johnson, Lynn
Lillie
Houston, Nancy Walston, and
Peggy Billington.
Janet Housden, Shirley
Boone, Patsy Miller, and
Sharon Brown.
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Save
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when you feed thefasnay
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The Henry Home

on the
1
perfect, -''_ Value Pack

home for the May meeting ofcollar that forms
the Countryside HomemakersCirCle, from which T-backL
Club with Dinah Westerman stretches from neckline to
presiding and giving theWaiSt. (By Olga.)
thought for the day. ,
inc lesson on "Health,
Medicine and Common Sense"
was presented by Mra.
Westerman. Wanda Barrett,
secretary-treasuer, gave her
reports.
The members chose the
lessons they would like to have
for the 1978-79 year. Officer;
will be elected at the next
meeting to be held at the
Murray-Calloway
County
l'ark on Tuesday, June 6, at
ten a.m. Members are to bring
their own lunches.
Others present. were Linda
Ward, Robbie Hale, Carolyn
Enoch. Janice Owen, Patricia
Ward and son, Chad, Debbie
Shapla, Beverly Vance and
daughter,'Bethany, and Marie
ilytitt_tir.ist twin
Tine arid April.

Reg.5"

$Loo
I atsave
captain ifs

Dramatic "designed for I
everywhere" long dress in
multihued floral has,
figure-hugging bodice with I
Wanda Henry opened herself-fabric mandarin-type

Present this coupon for IMO off
aptain's Value Pack over
Memorial Day weekend. Offer
good Fri., Sat., Sun.. & Mon..
Stay 28, 27., 28 and 29. POTS at
participating Captain I1's.

Paducah de Murray
ow
12th & Olive
753-93&1

One coupon Derkomer

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs Koska Jones is a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah'?

The

for
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For the Holiday
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Tuesday, May 30th
For Inventory

Open Wednesday 1
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Woodman
Fraternal
Grove 6126,
May 11, at th
a dinner at s
was decor
geraniums t
Sadie Shoerr
Spann.
Jeannie I
presided an
gave the .f
Frances Sl

%tat-

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Joing

ye A Memorial Weekend!

ifOodm

Lineups For:Tennis

DEAR NEW: You are considerate, compassionate and
wise. Telephone the lady and tell her you saw her take
your silverware and would appreciate her returning it.
Then tell her that you know there are people who have a
compulsion to take things, which is_ an illness, so you
"understand," will tell no one, and hope that she will seek
professional help.

TOE

A

'p

The Pacers Homemakers
Club met on Wednesday, May
10, at the home of Lola Hum
with eleven members and
three guest—Jean Cloar, Cloia
—Campbell, and Marilyn
McGinnis—present.
- Jean Smith gave the
devotional thoughts on
"Positive Attitudes."
Members voted to sponsor a
child at Food and Fun Camp
at Dawson Springs. Plans
were made for next year's
lesson.
Lola Horn gave an interesting lesson on "Making
Your Voice Heard." Priscella
demonstrated
Schanbacker
tole painting. Joan Brim led
the lesson on "The Life You
Save."
The next meeting will be
beld.on Wednesday, June 14.

Cenfor
4p
i
Murray, Ky. (

Lassil
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Preventing Kidney Failure

FOR SUNDAY, MAY 28. 1978

Woodman Of World Grove 6126
appreciation for the aonation
made last month to Need Line.
Genora Hamlett sent cards to
members who were ill.
The service project committee composed of Doris
Burkett, Glynda Smith, and
Cynthia Hart made reports.
The group voted to purchase a
drum to be used by the Senior
Citizens band, and also to
make a donation to the cancer
fund.
Bingo was played with Mrs.
Birdie Parker. Jeannie Lamb,
Odell Vance, and Hazel
,Broach as winners.
The June meeting -41:11
held at the Triangle Inn.

!bat .kind of day will
portuniUes offered uvoiegle the
tomorrow be? To find out what
use of your creative ability.
forecast
the
say,
read
the stars
SCORPIO
Public understanding is checkup and a urine analyQ: Mr. H.J. writes to ask remainder of the kidney
given for your birth Sign.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV,
the
cause of kidney failure tissue. It would have been essential so that more pier- sis about once a year and
Ain be-and-off day, but you
ARIES
and whether it is getting better in most cases if such sons can help prevent kid- assist in s&uring more
should come through hand) Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
more common. He asks for treatment could have been ney failure by having a kidneys for transplant.
somely if you stress your clever
Don't take anything for
comments
regarding its started much earlier.
mariner of handling situations
granted. Make sure! Neither be
Although a number of
treatment.
and your tact in dealing with
pessimistic nor follow blind
A: Acute blockage of the systemic diseases damage
others.
optimism. Day calls for exkidneys ( acute glomerulo- the kidneys, the most comceptionally good judgment.
SAGITTARIUS
nephritis) can result from mon cause is untreated
TAURUS
Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
heavy Metal poisoning high blood pressure. It
ti-27
Apr. 21 to May 21) dif
An excellent day for comTension indicated in certain
such as mercury) and does not produce any charbining business with pleasure, from an infection
areas. Avoid those who are
(for acteristic signs and sympof profiting from your past
overly emotional and keep out
example,
streptococae
). toms in its early stages,
displays
of
good will.
of situations which could
These cases are less com- but is damaging the arterCAPRICORN
needlessly involve you in
mon because of health edu- ies of the kidneys. If the
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 ld
others' problems.
cation regarding such poi- blood pressure is brought
Featuring 2 Great Fish Dinners
A casual meeting with
GEMINI
sonings and because of an- to normal or near normal,
someone of importance will
)May V to June 21)
the damage to the blood
treat
infections.
tibiotics
to
have pleasing results - but not
Do not yield to indiffeiiiRes or
Chronic glomerulone- supply of the kidneys is
immediately. - 'Keep that .best
lose confidence in a- matter
phritis
is fairly well under- much less. Therefore, the
stymied.
foot forward!
seems
which
stood,
is
usually irreversi- discovery of high blood
_ Strengthen_your hind wIL&
AQUARIUS
Or
aVid
b•Te
graüaT13 -pressure taseb and treatfacts, your faith with courage.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19')
progresses to kidney fail- ment of them would preCANCER
Some persons may react in a
ure. This condition may vent many cases of kidney
(June 22 to July 23)
manner not fully anticipated.
result
from a systemic dis- failure.
plans
Wise
to
keep
It would be
Do not let this throw you off
When the kidneys have
flexible now. Certain changes of
ease (e.g. high blood presbalance or ruin your innately
failed, washing the blood
circumstance may call for
sue)
and
may
be
slowed
if
sunny disposition.
sudden improvisation.
the disease is relieved or several times a week (dialPISCES
ysis) in a machine can be
1..E0
made less severe.
)(Cv6.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
life-saving. In acute cases,
(July 24 to Aug. 23).4.121,-4q
Cases
of
kidney
failure,
Give careful thought to
Some situations complicated.
especially the chronic vari- the kidneys may recover in
decisions you must make soon.
Be sure you have all the facts
ety, are more common. a short period and fttnction.
Try
to
understand
thoroughly
before making decisions:,
Served with choice of potatoes,
Many of them who would adequately. In chronic casthe
the jobs and involvements of
#
Whether day is for recreation or
have
died in former years es, kidney transplants are
hushpuppies and cole slaw
next few days. And be obyou have tasks to perform,
advised. These are often
with
being
kept
alive
are
jective!
remain composed.
modern treatment. Also, delayed for months be/
VIRGO
as
,our population in- cause of an inadequate
YOU
BORN
TODAY
are
a
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
highly gregarious individual
creases and contains rela- supply of kidneys. They
A day when you can sit back
and a born traveler; could
tively more older persons, are usually obtained from
#
and rest on your laurels - with
succeed in almost any octhe cases of kidney failure a person who has good
warm satisfaction. Hours after
kidneys,
but
has
just
died
which
involves
_ cupation
are more numerous.
noon splendid for social
journeys to far places and
Wrests'.
The best treatment of of some other cause.
While. dialysis is incondealing with the public. But
LIBRA
kidney
failure is prevenvtL
your extraordinary facility with
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 — 1'116
tion. Often the condition venient and expensive, the
,
Be realistic and pursue- only.-- words wilLprobably draw you.to
SPeCialiit
\
\
--gives no 'symptoms -until federal.and,local governsome form of literature,
ments pay most of the
worthwhile goals. New opdamage
has
kidney
severe
journalism or the comalready occurred. Most of costs.
munications media-Allof which
us have three or four times
adds up to the fact that, as a
travel_ writer or. reporter...you e as much functioning kidney tissue than is essential
would be "tops." You have a
Saboafear• who bars net
gift for languages, too, and can
to keep the excretion of
received their leiera-delivered
master them easily. Study them
waste products at a safe
copy of nsie Alarm leave IL
for, in whatever profession you
level. This extra reserve of
Times by 5:30 p.m. Mew*.
choose, they would be a
kidney tissue makes it postremendous asset. You tend
Friel or by 3:30 p. m.se Sutersible to donate a kidney
toward unconventionality and
days ere forged to col 753-1116
ancthave enough left to live
unorthodox methods but are
normally for many years.
between 5:30 p. a. Ned 6
discerning enough to hide these
Therefore, when we note
fileedey4,16sy, or 3:30 pi..
traits when it's advisable.
by - tests that waste prodad Op. imicaurekus,keineii,
Despite your inherent dislike
ucts are building up in the
Highway $41 N.
AINLAIF -for monotony and "duty,"- yOU
.0th...,.,a..
ileivere
exbeing
blood and not
FAXACNUTE WAS "AWE IN 1442
handle responsibilities well.
wet
as
pined
Ire
6
p.at.
week-MUTE RiCrGER WORKING
EN' A PARK
Birthdate of: Thomas Moore, creted by the kidneys, they
se 4 p.n. Saturdays fa
are already significantly
The R4.C.ER, ADELINE 6PAY JUMPED Fito*
Irish poet; Ian Fleming, author
AN AIRPLANE FoiluG CAW* BRAINARD
pongL.Mersey.
creator of "James Bond"); impaired. Treatment has
FIELD, HARTFORD,
to make the best use of the
Carroll Baker, film actress.

illOall
00110,
Monday,

1"
Wednesday
NightpTuesday,

Specials

#
North Atlantic Fillet ,
of Flounder
/
Genuine Kentucky Lake
,
Catfish Steak
#
,

rk9-
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Anderson Couple Is

'299

ass.

Honored At Dinner
At Herndon Home
A supper was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Herndon on Friday evening,
May 12, in honor of Mr. and
• FILTER SYSTEM
Mrs. Stephen Anderson of
AND YEAR'S
SUPPLY OF
Umatilla, Fla.
CARTRIDGES°
Those present were Mr. and
R EG. $96.82
LIMTTED TIME - Mil: Johnny Anderson of
ONLY $69.96
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Onax
PERFECT FOR THE WATER
Rogers of Lynn Grove, Mr.
PROBLEMS IN THIS AREA
and Mrs.- James Bruce of
• For the avimsoe household
Lynnville, Mr. 'and Mrs.
•REMOVES
City,
Jeffery
Tri
SEDIMENT, RUST,ALGAE,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stephen
AnORGANIC AND MINERAL
PARTICLES, FIBERS AND'— derson of Umatilla,
UNPLEASANT ODORS
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Hern•FILTERS
don.
GUARANTEED
Another event honoring the
FOR LIFE
Andersons from Florida was a
•MADE BY ONE
supper held on May 11 at the
OF AMERICA'S
Colonial
House
LARGEST FILTER
MANUFACTURERS
Sinorgasboard, Murray.
Attending was Mr. and Mrs.
Stop in or call for full details
Lonzo Griffith, Mr. and Mrs.
James Canter, Mr. and Mrs, Lynnwood Morris, Mr. and.
Mrs. J. B. Armstrong, Mr. and
208 E. Maio
Mrs. Barney Herndon, and the
lawn*
honored couple.

MURRAY
-SIMPLY

By F J L Blasuigarne M.D.

131//1

Frances Drake

Woodman of the World
Fraternal Organization,
Grove 6126, met on Thursday,
May 11, at the Triangle Inn for
a dinner at six p.m. The table
was decorated with red
geraniums by the hostesses,
Sadie Shoemaker and ,Gladys
Spann.
Jeannie Lamb, president,
presided and Cynthia Hart
gave the financial report.
Frances Shea expressed

Let's Stay Well

7)e.

ielaofuoro'd

4(72a74Eil

MISS YOUR PAPERI

ett;
11
u

-toe pm

RestaurantMurray

INIANal
l.

SOMETHING GOOD IS COMING TO
CALLOWAY COUNTY
-----EASTWOOD— BAPTIST CHURCH AND CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
HELD GROUND BREAKING CEREMONIES ON SUNDAY MAY 14th.
THE SITE OF THE NEW BUILDING IS 1 MILE EAST OF MURRAY
ON HWY._94

for S1.00 off
Pack over
ekend. Offer
in- & Mon..
I 29, 190/7t al
min D's.

urray
a

The Church plans to begin a Christian School this fall beginning- with kindergarten
Classes. Watch
for further enrollment information. Church services are presently being held in the American
Legion Bldg at 6th and Maple. Pastor John Terry and members invite you to attend.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST

-

•Funstamental
•Independent

we
,t
FUTURE
Nme -6000
I.

?

Pi 4
FUTURE

ST CO
•

C

•Bible -Believing

4E

•Soul Winning

EASTkoo
BAPTIST CHU

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

-Se

i*1140
..••••••11.•
Saki
•a.Tr-••••M/MI,S,i,

Attendinevroundbroaking cerep3onlks*ere

gill

Harrekci!orles Jenning, Purdom
from I. to r.
Lassitcr and Brother Johti Terry. '

410•••le-

--Also-swendng the CEREMONIES WA-S Brother John Tony's wife Myrtle Terry.

•

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Church 1 T:ge
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

-
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Looking Back
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Echoes From The Past

lit Jud; Maupin

genealogibd
(.4 Column of histprical and
mites.
family
anecdotes, stories and
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in Kentucky

10 Ye_arw-kr-

p.

Pvt. JamesTommy Greer,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Greer, and PFC. Edwin
E. Carson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Carson, are serving with the Army in
Vietnam,
Frank D. Rickman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Rickman and senior at the
University of Louisville, received the
two top awards at the honors convocation at the University of Louisville
School of Medicine.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Noah
(Hattie ) Paschall, age 86, Rev. Charles
F. Hinds, and Wade J. Clark, age 66.
The Board of Directors of the
University Chirstian Student Center
Foundation has appointed John W.
Dale, Paris, Tn., as director of the'
center. Board members are Wayne
Williams, C. G. Morrow, John Nanny,
Ralph Wjniama Gaye Youngblood..
James Gough, and Jack Ward.
Dan Kemp,son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
• Kemp, has been named a staff member
of the Kentucky Law Journal of the
College of Law, University of Kentucky, Lexington

20 Years Ago
The parking lot on Poplar Street,
sponsored by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, is now-ready foriuse, according to L. D. Miller, executive
secretary of the organization.
Miss Pat Beale, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mar.tBeale, was crowned as junior
queen at the Murray High Schaaf
junior-senior dinner held May 24 at the
Kenlake Hotel. She was crowned by
MiW_Ilane Elkins, daughter-of Mr. and
Mrs. W.C. Elkins, senior, and junior
queen last year.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
•

—

30 Years
.. Ago
The grave of radio's inventor, Nathan
B. Stubblefield, will be marked with a
fitting monument at the grave in
I3owman Cemetery, one mile north of
Murray, according to Mrs. W. .W.
'McEirath,_preeident , of the J. N:
.Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters Of the Confederacy.
Orrin Tucker, famous Chicago band
leader, was in Murray yesterday to
discuss the, possibilities of erecting a
summer reeort on Kentucky Lake.
PFC. Joe-P.Smith is serving with the

40 Years Ago
A heavy wind, electrical, and rain
.storm hit Calloway County on May =.
About 250 Free and Accepted Masons
orn six states joined with members of
urray Lodge No. 105 on May 25 in
tcelebrating the 100th armiyersary of
)lLssonry in Calloway County. Major
Peorge Hart was toastmaster for the
banquet held at the National Hotel.
: Bessie Thurman is valedictorian and
Helen Hire is salutatorian cif-the-t938
raduating class of Murray Training
school.
€ Martha Lou Barber is valedictorian
:and Clara Nell Cunningham is
salutatorian of the 1938 graduating
class at Murray High School. Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Mary Ann Ray, age 92, James
Henry Broach, and Joseph Erwin, age

ti

15.
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There have been many wars fought selves "Night Riders." This term
which involved Kentuckians, but the seemed to have been chosen becautile
.....
one, although not a government- most of their activities were carried an
., a
sponsored one, which probably affected at night, with the men in masks,
Many towns felt the impact of the
Kentuckians the most was the so-called
"Black Patch Wars" of the early 1900's. Night Rider activities. One example of
The Night Raiders,the main guard of many was the events of November,
1906, when Princeton was put under
this war, were a notorious organization
farguard by the Night Riders. All
as
a
begun
armed
originally
which was
mer's revolt against the powerful the roads were guarded and no one was
tobacco buyers of the Tobacco Trust. allowed to enter or leave the town. The
The Trust has absolute control over
three tobacco warehouses in town were
the small tobacco growers, and they
burned by the some 300 men involved
used this power to keep the price of the
The police and fire department of the
town were put under armed guard to
tobacco crop so low that the small
farmers of Kentucky could not make a
see that they couldn't interfere.
living growing the pant. The price was
There was a master-mind group
gradually lowered until growers
behind the activities of the Night
couldn't., keep up with their farm
Riders; these select few were known as
r
1
4.E•
7
*4 one
mortgages and they fell more and more the Silent Brigade.-They organised the
301,-4
'
t s*11444aitit
into debt.
I
over-100 men who found in the Black
.1,
•Ls•Xs.
•••\,\\‘‘ ss„..Z,`\\\X,t.,
juilm,o;
\4
"
1
operated
The
way
in
which
the
trust
Patch Wars. An organization was set
NS\‘,\N
\\\\
was to divide each farming district into
up, much on the order of the earlier Ku
Copia, Name &miss
areas, with one large buyer assigned to
Klux Klan, with each magisterial
a certain area. This eliminated all
district having its own lodge, in the
competition, since one buyer was not
command of a "Captain." There was an
We've been working on the railroad...!"
"All together
allowed to "poach" on another's
appointed "Colonel" over each three
territory; it also caused a virtual
lodges.
CORMIER
FRANK
By
Jimmy's White House
monopoly, forcing the grower to accept
These lodges were generally comAssociated Press Writer
whatever price was offered. The courts
prised of about a dozen men, meeting in
were no help, as will be seen a little
schoolhouses and churches, with posted
Elizabeth Smith, age 39, and W. M.
later.
sentries and passwords. One password
Bray, age 76.
In desperation, the tobacco growers
wee "We Stand for Justice."
Dr. Castle Parker was elected
finally decided to organize. They met,
The costume of the Night Riders was
president of the Southwestern Dental
coming from all over Kentucky and
a black mask and a white scarf draped
Society at the meeting heki last night at
Tennessee, to convene at Guthrie,
from the right shoulder to the waist. A
the Kenlake Hotel.
Kentucky ir. September 1904. This
captain was allowed to wear two
group formed the "Dark Fired Tobacco
crossed scarves. The lodge members
The Murray Country Club will open
District
•Planters
Protective
the 1958 season on May 30 with the first
were each assessed 50 cents to be used
Association of Kentucky and Tenof several planned events, according to
for court costs of any member who got
WASHINGTON f AP)— Amy Carter,. written -Costalenetz."
nessee.". Charles -Fort was named
Verne Kyle
in trouble with the law. The
:
- president, John Quer---- -a familiar ftgure Ileillbrgo;thniveW— -Kostelanetz conducted- a concert by
organization even had its own lawyers.
termous, vice-president, Neva Gray
the combined symphonies of the Army, president and Felix G. Ewing general
eyeglasses, soon may be able to come
manager.
Allbritten, secretary, and J. H.
If a case was known to-be coming into
Air Force and Marines. Carter to
and go around town with fewer people
At first the organization succeeded in
court, Association mernbers were inShackelford, treasurer.
saluted the musician for "getting perrecognizing her.
structed to hurry to tewn in order to be
fect harmony from three different its original goal and tobacco prices
Mother Rosalynn Carter has confided
gradually began to rise. Then the men
selected for jury duty. .fle an inmilitary services — which is something
that 10-year-old Amy is about to exof the Dark Fired Association began to
dependent fanner, even if he had nerve
I have not always been able to achieve
periment with contact lenses. Mrs.
realize that the independent farmers
enough to try to sue for damage
myself."
Carter told reporters that an eye
received at the hands of the
The reference to Tchaikovsky's "1812 were getting the benefit of the price rise
specialist has suggested Amy's imright
along
with
those
who
had
supAssociation, had very little chancebbf
joke
Overture"
pointed
to
a
small
paired vision is less likely to deteriorate
1st Cavalry Division of the Army in
winning his case.
Carter offered his guests about a rous- ported the revolt. This angered some of
if she switches to contacts.
Japan. He is a motor transport driver in
the
leaders.
No part of the community failed to
planned
to
ing
fireworks
display
Mts. Carter said she has taken to
the 15th Quartermaster Troop.
Pressure was exerted on independent
feel the pressure of the Night Riders.
wearing a contact lens herself in her
coincide with_the _ playing_ _of--that,
Marriages announced this week
farmers to join the Protective
Store owners who were agains them
stirring number.-'
left eye when she makes public apinclude Grace Helen Cole to Williani
"I think when you hear the last Association. When pressure didn't' lost business; landlords who objected to
pearances:
Howard gads.
'
work, its members turned to inthem failed to ren their property;
selection," he said, "it will remind you
"It's great for speeches," she said.
Thomas Fenton
been 4tiateddoctors who fought them soon found
of the leadership breakfast I have with tirnidation. The association farmers
You don't have to wear glasses." The
into Alpha Chapter of Sigma Alpha Tau,
began
to
take
the
law
into
their
own
themselves
without patients.
two
congressional
leadership
every
the
first lady rarely wears glasses in public
college honorary fraternity for outhands, burning barns and plant beds,
After Augustus Willson was elected
weeks."
but uses them regularly when working
standing students in the study of air
and whipping and even killing those
governor of Kentucky, he resolved to
Calvin Klein's name appeared in the
at her desk.
transportation, at Purdue University,
who refused to join. These recalcitrants
put an end to the Night Riders. Next
notes because Carter wanted to thank
West Lafayette, IncL
were clubbed "Hill Billies" by the bancis
Week, we will continue and outline the
President Carter has a corps of speech. designer Klein for designing tablecloths
of association men, who called themdownfall of this powerful group.
for the event.
writers but, quite often at informal
events, he speaks from sketchy notes he
PEANUTS
writes himself.
Reporters got a rare peek at Carter
LOHY COULDN'T I HAVE
NOW :710 I EVER END VP °60 INTO SPORTS"
Fire destroyed the house rented by
speech notes last weekend when he
BEN A GOLF GREEN AT
PITCHER'S MOUND
5AID.."THAT'5
A
FATHER
AS
Herman Doran and owned by R. H.
hosted an evening "promenade" and
Hood on North Ninth Street, Murrya, on
FORA STUPID KIDS'TEAM? WHERE THE MONEY IS!" PEBBLE BEACH OR A
picnic on the White House lawn for
GRASS COURT WIMBLEPON ?
May 19.
eke
members of Congress.
•••
511LL, I GUESS IT COULD
A feature story on "Footwashing
On the back of his program for the
WAVE BEEN WORSE...
Days At Old Salem Church" is
event, which he left behind when he
published this week. The story was
went inside, he wrote:
written by Edward Freeman.
"Andre Kostalenetz
IN/
The GilbertsvWe Darn to be built by
"Marine Air Force Army
"Family
the Tennessee Valley AuthoriV_ en lac
1171101801 Firers',"L .'v
Tennessee river about sixteen miles
"More good music
NAIICT
downstream from Murray will create a
"52 million records
navigable channel for boats of a 9-foot
"Military together
draft extending-184 miles up the Ten"Song leader breakfast 1812 Overture
nessee River to Pickwick Landing
"Calvin Klein."
Dam, TVA officials said.
The president misspelled the name of
BuBBLE
The Hawaiian motif was used in the
music conductor Kostelanetz. He
*Gum
decorations for the junior-senior
corrected another error, having first
,i0
banquet held on May 25 at the Murray
*49 ma0110'
School.
Training
JIM 00
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TAX
PAYERS

\

AMTRAK

DIAMOP
jubileel

rtiverSan

Jubilee 1
panel an
power s
steering

now:

LEXINGT(
8,500 emplo;
tiring servi
tributions ai
excellence hi'
strong and vi
restaurant i
10,000 emp
franchisees,
customers,
new World
facilities."
With these
W. Roseritha
president o
joined Keri
Julian M.
employees z
state and lot
ribbon cutt
marking the
of Jerrico
Headquarter
Jerrico Dr.,,
ReL
Participa'
ceremonies

Amy Going To
Try contact Lenses
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Bible Thought

6
- 0 Years Ago

And Adam and his wife hid them-

selves from the presence of the Lord
Mayflels1 on May 22.
Voline Pool won first prize of a
God among the Nees of the garden.
New officers of the Murray Rotary Genesis
Pontiac sedan in the lames-Herald
3:8
Club are W. S. Swann, Dr. W. R.
Man still thinks that he can -hide
newspaper circulation contest that
Bourne, 0. L Boren, G. B. Scott, K. C. Cairn /Se eyes of Cod. There is no
closed on May 19. Second prize of a
Frazee, and the Rev. E. B. Motley,.
plate that God does not know. There
Ford roadster went to Mrs. Rafe Jcnes.
Births reported this week include a
is no area hidden from His view.
Other winners were Mrs. T. 0.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Rogers on
Baucum, third, RCA radiola ; Miss
May 21.
Emily Bowden, fourth, bedroom suite;
The Rev. Robert Jones will sail in
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
:Mrs. Mermon Howard, fifth, kitchen
June
for
As
a service to our readers, The
Brat]
where
he
is
4i
:Cabinet.
missionary for the Murray Baptist
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
Mrs. William Mason of Murray and
Church.
He
has
periodically_
publishes
been
the
visiting
relatives
aldresses
Kuttawa
have
been
f. P. Ordway of
here.
of the state and federal elected
:appointed as members of the Board of
Marriages
representatives serving our area.,
announced
this
week
Teachers
'Regents of Murray State
include Marion Kennedy to James R. FEDERAL LEVEL
College by Gov. Flem D. Sampson.
Daffin on May 20.
Any senator or representative
Deaths reported this week include
Miss Mary Williams of Murray is
may be reached through the
Mrs. Tennie Barber
attending the state convention of the congressional switchboard, 202-224• Ten Calloway County crippled
Business and Professional Women's .3121.
children, accompanied by Dr_ 0. B.
Club
being held at Middlesboro
Here are the mailing addresses
Glasgow,
arvan and Mrs. Mable F.
R. A. Allbritterybas recently opened
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
purse. attended the clinic held at
the Bon Ton CAP in Murray.
33V Dirksen Building Washington,
D.C. 20510
Sen.
Wendell H. Ford
the
.
4
4107 Dirksen Building
Murray Ledger & Times
Washington, D. C. 20510
Walter I. AL.persoc.
Publisher
Murray Field Office,753-1852
neon
.
FAUN'
R Gene Mc(
Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
The Murray Ledger & nines fa a•ublished
every afternoon ezrept Surulays. July 4, Orist•
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
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Washington, D. C. 20515
, Inc . l03 N 40 St
Murray New
STATE LEVEL
I Second(lass Postage Paid at
Murray. Ky
Murray.Ky 41171
State legislators may be reached
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. 12i0 per month, payable in advance
in Frankfort when the General
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, liar
Assembly is in session by dialing 1den, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky .and
Paris, Battalion and Puryear. Tn., $15.11 Per
564-2500 or by writing to them in care,
year By nail to other tleatinatIons, IPS 00 per
'
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Muiray Business News Briefs
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Construction Starts On Radio Station

DIAMOND JUBILEE LUXURY—Ford Division offers this special top-of-the-line
Diamond
Jubilee Edition Tillilnlerbird in 1978 to commemorate Ford Motor CompanYi 75th
Anniversary. Unique standard features include a thickly padded vinyl roof, "Diamond
Jubilee Edition" opera-window script, door-assist straps, Leather-trimmed instrument
panel and a seat-belt warning chime. Also standard are power windows, a six-way
power seat, an AM FM stereo radio with power antenna and a leather-wrapped
steering wheel.

LEXINGTON + "To our
8,500 employees whose untiring service, many contributions and dedication to
excellence has made Jerrico a
strong and vibrant force in the
restaurant industry, to the
10,000 employees of our
franchisees, and to our loyal
customers, we dedicate our
new World Headquarters
facilities."
With these words, Warren
W. Rosenthal, chairman and
president of Jerrico, Inc.
joined Kentucky Governor
Julian M. Carroll, company
employees and officials and
state and local dignitaries for
ribbon cutting ceremonies
marking the official opening
of Jerrico's new World
Headquarters building at 101
Jerrico Dr., just off Richmond
Rd.
in
the
Participating
ceremonies with Gov. Carroll

and
Rosenthal
were;
Lexington Mayor James
Amato; Robert Congleton,
president of the Greater
Lexington Area Chamber of
Commerce; David S. Weil,
vice chairman and senior vice
president of Jerrico; Ernest
E. Renaud, executive vice
president of Jerrico and
president of Long John
Silver's, Inc. and John E.
Tobe, financial vice president
of the company.
To commemorate the occasion, Gov. Carroll presented
Rosenthal with a flag of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
which will be flown with the
Arnericna Flag outside the
company's
new
office
building.
Imrneidately following the
ribbon cutting, program
participants,
distinguished
guests and others attending
the ceremonies, were invited

The Best Protection
Comes From Us

Call 753-4451
Free Estimates
Best Quotes In Town!

E you STILL
;PEEPING?

Wendy's
Opens
Wendy's specializing in old
fashioned hamburgers fixed
256 different ways, is located
in Murray at Chestnut & 12th
Streets..
Wendy's starts fresh
everyday with 100 per cent
beef, never using pre-frozen or
• precooked meat; hamburgers
are available as singles
(quarter of a pound), doubles
(half of a pound, or triples
(three quarters of a pound),
and are served with a-choice
of condiments. Other menu
items include rich, meaty
chili, French fries, thick
Frostys, and soft drinks.
Customers can eat in the
1890's decor dining room, or
use the popular pick-up
window, featuring 45-second,
take-away service.
Manager,Ed McDaniel, anti
his assistants are enthusiastic
about their new restaurant.
"We know Wendy's hamburgers are a hit everywhere
they're served, and the
freshness of the pure beef is
the secret. We look forward to
making lots c4 new friends In
the Murrayj area," saYs
McDaniel, wo has severel
years of nianagerial experience in the restaurant
business.
,
Wendy's !Internationai,
based in Colembus, Ohio, is
now operatinF in 35 state,
with more than L1,0410
locations.

From Gravel Trucks
To Service
Pick-Ups

55!

the company 13 years ago and
is vice chairman and senior
vice president.
After the dedication, guests
were conducted on a tour of
World
Jerrico's
new
Headquarters facilities.
)
Jerrico's
World
Headquarters, designed by
the Lexington_ architectural
firm of Bennett and Tune and
constructed by general contractor C. E. Pennington, is a
four level structure containing
187,668 sq. ft. of space. Housed
in the building are corporate
and administrative offices and
company's divisions and
subsidiaries, including Jerry's
Restaurants; Long John
Silver's,
Inc.;
Abbott
Advertising Agency, Inc. and
Lexington Equipment Co.;
Inc.
One of the major highlights
of the new structure is the
functional and attractive
atrium which extends from
the second to the fourth level
of the building and contains
live plants and trees. The
atrium's glass dome permits
sunlight to filter into the offices near the center of the
building and provides a
tranquil setting for the employee dining area located on
the second level.
Built to provide a unique
combination of beauty and
function, some 4,100 live
plants and trees are interspersed throughout the
building's open planning
design concept which has been
utilized to conserve space and
provide
additional
accomodations to meet personnel needs of the company
through 1985. Presently, 390
persons are housed in the new
building.
t, In order to achteve the
highest degree of e1ergy efticiency, the b !ding's
heating and air co itioning
System is computer-c trolled
and provides for m itoring
temperatures and
idity
levels during norma office
hours and when thA 0 ces are
I r the
building is also M itored
through the computer stem.
Along with its other
features, the building uses a
test kitchen an r search
laboratory. Storag
ce forl
consolidating
urant
equipment that is
ed
over the nation
company-owned
Sns
njelTic
d fichised restaura
contained in the s ctuarw
ie. is
Situated on 30 res Of land.
the grounds su ending the
building have abeen
atped
tractively lan
with
over 650 trees to nhance and
preserve the
uty of its
setting. Adddio 1*, 50 acres
near the buildi
has been
reserved for
egional or

inside the building for
dedication ceremonies of .the
Jerome M. Lederer Meeting
Room, named in honor of
Jerrico's founder.
During the dedication
ceremonies, Jane Lederer
Bennett, daughter of the late
Jerome Lederer, assisted
David Weil in unveiling an oil
portrait of her father which
was painted by Lexington
artist Mrs. Irving Gail. The oil
portrait will permanently
hang in the foyer of the
Jerome M. Lederer Meeting
Room as a tribute to him. Mr.
Weil, as a practicing attorney,
filed the papers incorporating
Jerrico, Inc. in 1946. He joined

A

C3

1GGONE IT!

AM stereo as soon as the FCC
approves it for the nation," he
indicated.
The new station will be
found at "1130" on the AM
dial.
Sammy Parker is a college

communications teacher who
has taught at Memphis State
University, Harding College
and Volunteer State Community College near Nashville, Joe M. Parker is owner
of Parker's Market in Murray.

He and Sammy Parker ate
father and son.
"We are pleased to be a new'
part of this growing and
dynamic business cornmunity." the younger Parker
said.

Jeri inc. Opens New -Offices

AVE BEEN
55 BEKIND
NET!
•

Construction has started on Jackson Pltrchase Broada new radio station in Murray casting Company which
which Sammy J. Parker and originally filed in September,
Joe
M. Parker, local 1975, Parker said.
businessmen involved in the
The programming and
project, say will be on the air
philosophy of the new AM
by early fall.
Federal Communications radio station will he ode of
Commission approved the new total community involvement
AM station April 26.
with emphasis on local news
According to Sahamy and good music," said Joe
Parker,
the - general Parker. "We are planning to
mangager. "The new station have a radio station that
will be the only 100 percent
belongs to the people of this
solid state station in the are community,
one they can be
that I know of."
proud of in every way,"
The station will be located
_Sammy _parker added
Just nodh-Orth-e-Mlirra*-Sta-te University campus on Duiguid
He indicated the music
Road.
The FCC grant for the new broadcast over the new station
AM station complets an will probably be progressive
almost three year period ot country. "Our transmitter is
filing and waiting by the such that we will be able to go

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance
Billy Thurman

Van Nay erstock

0

We at the

Bank of Murray

lb WORRY
_LING IN

offer our

Congratultions
to

"'That's right! I
car financed
place I got

national headquarters offices
of other -companies interested
in locating in Lexington's first
modern officepark complex.
Currently, Jerrico, Inc. has
nearly 1,000 company and
franchise owned Long John
Silver's Seafood Shoppes open
in 36 states and Canada and 75
company and franchise owned
Jerry's Restaurants operating
in six southeastern-c and
midwegtern states. Murray is
served by both restaurants.

my r.,w
the same

__ NEW STATION SITE —7 Joe P...arkpr.,_ left and Sammy Parker, right, local businessmen
who have received permission by Federal Communications Commission to build a
new radio station in Murray,-take some measurements on the station's site with the
building contractor Jackie Burkeen, center. The new AM station will be located on
Diuguid Road in Murray, near the MSU campus and is expected to go on the air in the
fall

U-Pick Strawberries

841111 NOTES
The Treasury Seal has
appeared on almost all
U. S. currency since
1780. On Federal Reserve Notes, the seal is
green. If any other
color, the bill may be a
rare collector's item.

t-to

by Bill Boyd

Our business is money and it's management.
We'd like to help you if you'll tell us how.

PEOPLES

BANK

Member FDIC

0

The Wallace's invite you to visit their
4 acre strawberry farm at North 16th
and Poor Farm Rd. It is their pleasure
to offer quality berries at 40 cents per
quart. Orders will be filled on request.
Open 7:00 a. m.Daily.

753-0195 - 753-6491

B & J Hydraulics
The New Service for Murray!

A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP

We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, porta-powers — whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs.
Call Us At

436-2788
Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.

For Auto, Business, Homeowners, Workmens
Compensation, and all kinds of Insurance
needs in these areas See Agents:

Bob Billington, Owen Billington, Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs or Guy Billington!

—
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a
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Murral Insurance Agency
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conteiwith 34 Years of Insurance Experience
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MHS-Girls Advance,
Beys Eliminated,In
Region Tennis Tourney
•

Carol Dick, both in singles finals in singles competition
will be held Sunday.
competition.
ift
Dick defeated Jill Hill of
McLean County 6-2, 6-0 in her
Boys Eliminated
opening match Friday and
The MHS boys entries in the
beat Pam Mattison of regional tourney, being played
Hopkinsville 6-1, 6-0 later in at Murray State University
the day to advance to the and Murray High courts, all
•
seeded 'quarter-final round.
won at least one match before
The number
Dick wilr' inUt Kelly being eliminated F9day.
o C
teber
am sonf
de
doublesnum
Jackson and Robyn Burke had -Jackson of Henderson today.
The doubles team of Mark
Jackson knocked off number Overbey and Mike Cappock
a relatively easy time in
three seeded singles player defeated Wright andidason_oL_
tin Blair
Amy Stahr of Mayfield during Christian County 6-2,2-6,64 in
Debbie Chewning of Fortthe first round and outpointed
Campbell to advance to Friday's play.
Outland defeated Mardi Nelson and Logan of West
today's semi-final round.
Fort of Christian County and . Hopkins 6-0,6-2 in their second
Burke and Jackson only
Ruth Martell of North Hopkins Match of the day.
played one match Friday after
to gain a spot in the quarter- 'But the Rudd-Rotown team
drawing a bye in the first
final round. She defeated Fort from Paducah Tilghman
round.
6-3, 6-1 early Friday and came proved too much for the
The Burke-Jackson team
back to beat Martell 6-1, 6-1. Murray netters .in their third
will meet Lori Wolfe and Mary
Outland will meet Vanessa doubles match of the day,
Caroline Copeland of Mayfield
Dicksqn of Henderson,County beating them 6-2, 6-2.
High School in semi-final play
in her first match today.
today.
In singles play, Ahsley
The championship round in Smock knocked off Harris of
Also advancing to today's
round of play were MHS team the -girls doubles play will be Madisonville 6-2,6-4 in his first
held this afternoon while the match. Later Friday, Smock
members Kathy Outland and

Murray High girls entered
in the Regional Tennis tournament all advanced in
Friday's play but the MHS
Tiger boys team entrants
were all eliminated during the
first day of-competition.

MRS GIRLS ADVANCE IN TOURNEY - Murray Nigh girls entered in the regional tennis tournament being played bore this
weekend WOO aN their matches Friday and advanced to today's mind of play. Above is the number one seeded doubles team of
Candy iscitsee (left) and Robyn Rorke which advanced to the semifinal round to be played this morning by defeating Simmons
and Chroming of Feet Campbell 6-0, 6-0 Friday. Carol Dick,(below left) won matches over 181 NM of McLain Co. (4-2,6-0) and
Pam Mattison of Depkinsville (6-1, 6-0) to advance to the quarter-fools in singles. Murray Nigb's other singles entry, Kathy
Otaimed (below right) else odvenced to tile quarter-fish by Meeting Christian County's Marcia Fort (6-3, 6-1) and West
Itopitios' Retb Martell(4-1,4-1).
Staff Moss by Cow likOrtebees

and Stradler of Fort Campbell
engaged in a grueling mate'
with Stradler winning the first
set on a tiebreaker and mitpointing Smock in the second
set 6-4 to win the match.
Mickey Cochran of MHS
also advanced beyond the first
round by beating Barton of _
University Heights 6-2, 6-4
before meeting Tilghman's
Robert Rudd. Rudd outlasted
_Cochran
6-2.1.11lifivIno. lathe finals.
Championship rounds in
boys play will be completed
today according to tournament director Dew Drop
Ftowlett.
Winning teams in doubles
play will advance to the state
tournament while winners and
runnersup will advance to the
state in singles play.
The Murray High girls are
coached by Lanette Hunt and
the boys are coached by Rick
Fisher.
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McCovey Thinks Giants Have
Turned The Tables On Dodgers
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Willie McCovey thinks the
Giants have finally turned the
tables on the Dodgers.
"We don't have to prove
anything to tte Dodgers," said
the strapping, 42-year-old
McCovey after he drove in five
runs in San Francisco's 6-1
victory over Los AngelesFriday night.
"They know how good weare."
After so many years of
Refameoemeneuressomememeeii Dodger superiority
periority and a

Colt League
Signup Set
Signup for play in the Colt
League for the coming season
will tie held Sunday May 28 at
1:30 p.m. at the Colt League
field in the City-County Park.
All boys or girls, ages 15 ruid
16, who wish to play this
summer should be at the field
at that time.
All boys or girls who sign up
will be drafted for a team
Returning players will be
redrafted, a spokesman said.

Spencer's Grand Slam Boosts
Yankees To Fifth Straight Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Like many a New York
slugger of yesteryear, Cliff
Johnson put on his Yankee
pinstripes Friday night and
scared the opposition to death.
Then Jim Spencer took over
and bludgeoned them into
submission.
The Toronto Blue Jays,
behind left-hander Jerry
Garvin, were clinging to a 2-0

lead when the Yankees loaded
the bases with one out in the
bottom of the seventh on
singles by Lou Piniella and
Chris Chambliss and a walk to
Gring Nettles.
That brought up designated
hitter Johnson, who does most
of his. hitting, designated and
otherwise, against the Blue
Jays. Last year, he battered
Toronto pitchers for eight hits
- six of them homers, five off

*NOTICE*
EFFECTIVE MAT 22,1978
THE CLINIC PHARMACY
IS OWNED AND OPERATED
BY STEVE COMPTON R. Ph.
(Associated with the Clinic Pharmacy for 9 years)

and

KENNETH OWEN
Our Business Will,Not Close
A Single Regular Day and
Will Still Provide The Same
Fine Services
Prescriptions
Fdled
Rx

•Free Delivery
• Drive-la Window
•111% Medicare Discount
'Free Postal Service
'3rd Party NE's - Our Specialty
•Insulin and Needles SA At Cost
•31) Day Charge Accosts

WHO rtuutitiet
166-frf
$I4
Pbeipai
11112
S
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law Ilrb. Now 1113-11•11
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Watch For Our New Building At 5th and Walnut

Ogilvie added a solo shot.
Garvin - in 21 at-bats and
As 3, White Soil
drove in 10 runs. Both of his
Alan Wirth and Bob Lacey
1978 homers have come at the
combined on a six-hitter as the
Blue Jays expense.
A's recorded their first victory
Spencer's grand slam
in
three games under
nullified a pair of homers by
Manager Jack McKeon. The
Toronto's John Mayberry, a
A's scored Iwo runs, one of
tworun shot off Jim Beattie in
the sixth inning and a solo them unearned, off Steve
blast off Sparky Lyle in the Stone in the fourth inning on
Mitchell Page's single, an
eighth.
The victory was the error by first baseman Lamar
Johnson, Mario cGuerrero's
Yankees' fifth in a row and
20th in their last 26 games. infield out and Dave
They trail firstplace Boston by Revering's single.
&lariners 6, Rangers 4
one game in the AL East.
Seattle broke a 3-3 tie in the
Red Sox 6, Tigers 3
Dwight Evans hit two home seventh when Bill Stein led off
-. runs and slugger Jim Rice with a single, was sacrificed to
slammed a two-run shot, his second and Craig Reynolds
singled off Doyle Alexander.
lith of the season rod llth
-month, while Rusty Staub and foppert Jones greeted Pa
Jason Thompson coezedigi Lindblad with an../113I single
and Reynolds delivered
for Detroit. Bill Lee, 7-1,
scattered seven hits as the another run-scoring single in
the eighth.
Red Sox won their third game
Orioles 4, Indians 3
in a row, fifth in the last six
Billy Smith, who tied the
games and 17th in the last 22.
Despite all the home runs, score with an eighth-inning
Rick homer, doubled home the
needed
Boston
Burleson's bases-loaded winner in the ninth following
Doug DeCinces' two-out single
single and Jerry Remy's RBI
and
a walk to Larry Harlow.
in
grounder to break a 3-3 tie
Cleveland
left fielder Ted Cox
the sixth.
argued
that
he caught
Angels 6, Brewers 5
Pinch-hitter Tony Soliata DeCinces' single, but umpire
Jim Evans ruled it a trap.
singled home Rance Mulliniks
with the winning run in the
seventh inning and Lyman
Bostock hit his first homer in a
California uniform
a the Angels remained onehalf game ahead of runnerup
Oakland in the AL West. Sal
Bando hit a three-run homer
for the Brewers and Ben

ROME -- Top-seeded BAN. *
Borg rOuted. _ eighWrauked
Harold SelOrnon 76-TTn
itI

11.1 '

Rodgers Wins Race E

CHIMNEY SWEEPING

Call 759-4878
Monday Special:

ut Chopped
Sirloin Meal

$2.19

SIRLOIN

WPOCICADE

**4

* NOTICE

Security federal

Borg Advances
To Semi-Finals
In Italian Open
•1

ripalry - dating back to the -uri homer in the seventh and winning runs, and Jesus Alou
Brooklyn-New York days - John Candelaria,4-6, turned in hit his first home run since
which McCovey says still 72-3 innings of six-hit pitching 1974, a three-run blast in the
contains some animosity, he for Pittsburgh's victory over third, to help Houston snap a
thinks the Giants have the Montreal. Kent Tekulve got four-game losing streak and
upper hand.
give Mark Lemongello
his fourth save.
In the past four games, a
Larry Parrish hit a solo fourth victory against five 1
Giants pitching staff, led by homer for the Expos in the losses.
Vida Blue, has given up only seventh.
Willie Montanez draie in
four runs in four consecutive
three runs for the Mets with a
Cube 6,Cards 0
victories,. including Ed
Dave Rader drove in four single and a two-run homer,
four-hit, 6-1 triumph runs with a single and a triple, his fifth of the season.
Thursday night over Houston. and Chicago left-hander Dave
McCovey's homer was his Roberts, 2-0, making only his
fourth of the season and second start of the season,
elicited
two
standing scattered seven hits for the
INDIANAPOLIS - Twocovations from the crowd of shutout.
Marathon
Boston
43,646, the largest night-time The loss was St. Louis' 13th; time
baseball crowd ever at in 14 games, including four champion Bill Rodgers
captured first place over 2,439
Candlestick Park.
losses to the Cubs.
in the Indianapolis
entrants
The left-handed Knepper, 6Meta
4
Astros 5,
2, lost his shutout bid in the
Jose Cruz' two-run homer in Mini-Marathon, finishing the
ninth when Ron Cey homered the sixth inning provided the race in record time.
for LA.
Reds 3, Padres 1
Tom Seaver,4-4, notched his
third straight victory with 72-3
innings of six-hit pitching, and
Beat the Fall Rush Coll Now
Johnny Bench hit a solo homer
For Your Appointment With
in the ninth inning for CinMagic Nat Chimney Sweeps
cinnati. Seaver struck out six
and had a shutout going into
*Chimney Cleaning
the eighth inning when he
and Repair
yielded a two-out RBI singleto
*Animal Nests
Oscar Gamble. Doug Bair
Removed
came on to get his seventh
*Custom Fitted Bird Screens
save.
The Reds scored in the first
on Morgan's RBI grounder
and added another run in the second when Dave Concepcion
scored on Cesar Geronirno's
suicide squeeze bunt.
Braves 4, Phlls 2
Knuckleballer Phil Nieltro,
5-6, threw a six-hitter and had
a shutout going into the eighth
Tnrilng as Allanea dealt
Philadelphia its eighth loss in
a 10-game road trip. Niekro
also singled in a run in the
Braves' two-run second inning
Including Soled
and yielded only pinch-hitter
Jerry Martin's two-run homer
in the eighth. He struck out
five and worked out of a big
jam in the fourth when he
retired Mike Schmidt, Greg
With fries or baked potato
Luzinski and Richie Hebner in
and topping, and Stockade
order with runners on second
Toast,salad, drink.
and third.
A complete meal, priced
Pirates 2, Expos.1
like a snack!
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Manny Sanguillen hit a two-

atme_sztaioa

Will Be Closed All Day

I
1=••••••••••

-----777-

Xtalian Open Tennis Chun,
The 21-year-old Swede now
advances to the semifinals
against fourth-seeded Eddie
Mobs, who defeated 15thranked John Lloyd of Britain
8.1,6-2.

t•
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North And East Win
County Elementary Meet
The
North' Calloway
Elementary girls and the East
Elementary boys track teams
were the _ winaers in the
(.'alloway County Elmentary
track championships held this
week at Murray State
University.
The North girls picked up a
total of 64 points on the way to
their win. Southwest finished
with 37 points and East tallied
27.
The East boys scored 57
points in winning the boys
competition. Southwest picked
up 42'-x• for second and North
finished third with 2642.
The Calloway County
Atriletia Boosters Club
presented a most outstanding
girl trackster trophy to
Regina Walker or North
Elementary as the winner.
The top trackters trophy for
boys went to"Johnny Robbins
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ijle winners and
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High girls are
nette Hunt and
oached by Rick
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BOYS COMPETE IN REGIONALS - These Murray High School boys tennis team members competed in the regional tournament being played at MISS and Murray State University courts this weekend. Ashley Smock (above left) come off the surface
as he slammed this shot during his hotly contested match with Fort Campbell's Strodler Friday afternoon. Mark Overbey (above
right) and Mike Ceppock (below right) teemed up as Murray's entry in the doubles cepipetition and defeated two other teams
betore losing in their third match of the day. Micisty Cochran (below left) was MHS's.,other entry in the singles competition. He
Staff Mites by Gene alcCutchers.
advanced to the sewed rested before being defeated by Robert Rudd of-HIghinen.
MMS
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The girls resulted were as follows:
third; Kernell, North,fourth.
Shot Put — Lamb (N), first at 23-9%;
Discus — Tipton, Southwest, first, 127Colson,(SW), second; liolt, (.2, ), third;
10,1; Edwards, North, second; Starks,
Overbey(E),fourth.
North,third; Hounshell, East,fourth.
Discus — Todd,(N),first with 09-113
/
4;
Long Jump — Robbins, East, first 17Harrow (.SW ), secondr Hoke ), third; 6; Gibson, Southwest, second; Garrison,
Overbey E), fourth.
East,third; Miller,Southwest,fourth.
Long Jump — Walker (N ), first with
High Jump — Robbins,East, first, 5-2;
15-10; Turner (N) second; Mirdock
Benefield, East, second; Tipton, South1'SW third; Hounshell(E)fourth.
west: third; tied for fourth, Miller,
High Jump — Turner ( N ) first with 4- Southwest, and Workman, North.
4: Mudock (SW) second; Elkins (N)
SO Lows — Miller, Southwest, first 9.1
third.
seconds; Dowdy, Southwest, second;
50-Yard Low Hurdles — key, East,first
Workman, North, third; Torsak, East,
at 10.5 seconds; Coles, Southwest, fourth.
440 Relay — North, first, 53 seconds,
second; Hoke, North, third; Clark, Norcomposed of Kernell, Hari Harrison,
th,Fourth.
Alexander, and Pierce; East, second,
440 Relay — North, 57.9 seconds —
Benefield, Hounshell, Dawson, and
Woodall, Conner, Walker, and Turner;
East, second, with R. McCuiston, Garrison;
•
100 Yard Dash — Tipton, Southwest,
Childress, Underhill, and Houghton;
100-Yard Dash -- Elkins, North, and first, 11.5 seconds; Houston{ East,
Morris, Southwest, tied with 13.3 secon- 'second; Robbins, East, third; Pierce,
ds; Childress, East, third; Underhill, North, Fourth,
Mile Run-- Robertson, East,first with
East,fourth.
50 Yard Dish — Hopper, North, 6.6 5:21; Dunlap, Southwest, second; Wedseconds, first; Tucker, Southwest, ding, Southwest, third; Wicker, East,
second; McCallon, Southwest, third; fourth.
889 Relay— East, first with 1:49 canMcCuiston,East, fourth.
800 Relay — North at 2:00, Woodall, posed of Garrison, Torsak, Houston, and
Hipper, Turner, and Walker; South- Dawson; North, second, with Workman,
west, second, with Morris, Colson, Crit- Kernell, Alexander, and Pierce.
440 Dash -- Hounshell, East, first 61.2
tenden, and Murdock.
440 Dash- Green, North, first, at seconds; Harrison, Horth, second;.Gilie
1:13; Houghton, East, second; Rasp- son, Southwest, third; Farther, North,
berry, Southwest, third; Hall. East, fourth.
880 Dash — Robertson, East, with
fourth.
$OO Dub — Key, East, first at 3:04; 2:32; Dunlap, Southwest, second;
Crittenden, Southwest, second, Stacy Garrison, East, third; Darnell, North,
fourth.
South West,third; Lamb,North,fourth.
220 Dash — Houston, East, first, 26.7
220 Dash — Walker, North,first at N.1
seconds; Tucker, Southwest, second; seconds; Tipton, Southwest, second:
Woodall, North, third; Murdock, South- Robbins, East, third; Kernell. North,
fourth.
west,fourth.
The Boys results were as follows:
Shot Put — Key,Southwest, first, 39-1;
Edwards, North. second; Dawson, East,

The coaches are:
North - Steve Payne and
Johnny Gingles
East - Mike Sims and Bill
Miller
Southwest - Merrill Brick
and Tommy Greer

'Purcell Loses Second
"Round Match In NCAA
!Singles Tennis Tourney

Elementary Track Results

UiIIt,NUtiiuS,IIIUlfl

inez druie in
he Mets with a
wo-run homer,

thank you to Coach Sue
Outland of Calloway County
High Schoor and Coach Jimmy
Nix of Calloway for directing
the tournament and thanked
Murray State for use of track
in Stewart Stadium.

of East Elementary.
Top five girls scoring Regina Walker, North, four
first place wins; Marsha
Turner, North, three first
place wins and one second;
Rhanda Key, East, two first
place wins and one third; Gay
Woodall,North,two first place
wins; Laura Hopper, North,
two first place wins.
Top five boys - David
Tipton, Southwest, two first
place wins, one second, and
one third; Johnny Robbins,
East, two first place wins and
two third place wins; Ricky
Houston, East, two first place
wins and one second place
win; Craig Robertson, East
two first place wins; Brad
Miller, Southwest, one first
place win, two fourth place
wins.
The coaches from the
elementary schools issued a

Met Purcell of Murray breezed to a 64,6-1 first-round a
victory over Southern Methodist's Jai DeLouis at the B
National Collegiate Athletic Association tennis championships in Athens, Ga., Friday but lost in the second .1.
a
2
round to Stanford's Bill Maze,6-3,6-2.
s
3 DeLouis, a sophomore, was SMU's No. 1 player during f
a
; the regular season. Purcell played No. 1 for Memphis
I
Et State University and paced SMU to a sweep of every
E singles and doubles match in the Metro Conference tour- I
1
i
g nament.
i
Tommy
;
coach
tennis
.
7, After the first-round match, MSU
i Buford said,"The heat is affecting Mel a little bit. But I I
li think he will hold up just fine. His play was really sharp in 1
3 the DeLouis match. Mel is having a good time down here .1
F.
E -he is relaxed. And that's when he plays best."
a Maze,the No. 2 player for the powerful Stanford team, ga
s
i proved to be too much for Purcell, whose father, Bennie, ..i
i
is tennis coach at Murray State University.
%emulllllstuaittuullllllunimmuuussuisinuassiumennut

CLOSING OUT
All Sporting Goods
Fishing Tackle, Guns, Converse Basketball
Shoes, Baseballs, Gloves, Bats and Baseball
Shoes, Tennis Rackets, Tennis Balls, Golf Gloves
and Golf Balls, Basketballs, and Footballs.

Everything Must Go!

Prices Slashed up to60%

Geo.Hodge & Son, Inc
205 So. 5th

Starting Indy Drivers On Edge
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) The 33 drivers who will start
Sunday's 62nd Indianapolis
500 are on edge.
The nearly month-long
period of prepping for the
world's -richest auto race
always is filled with anxiety.
But, this year, it was even
worse than usual because of
incessant rain that hampered
practice, wiped out one
of
weekend
complete
qualifying and dampened
everyone's spirits.
"It's been rougher than I
can ever remember," said
Bobby Unser, winner of the
Memorial Day Classic in. 1968
and 1975.
"We waited topreetiee, we
waited to qualify ... and now
we're waiting for the race. We
just haven't been able to do
the things we've wanted to."
The wait will be over,
weather permitting, at 11 a.m.
EST Sunday. The only real
problem remaining is that the
National Weather Service is
forecasting abosa a 40 percent
chance of rain.

In recent years, there have
been almost as many eyes, at
any given moment, peering
skyward as Theraircere watching the colorful, irOti
racers wheel over the 2"s-mile
asphalt Indy oval.
Only five Indianapolis races
have been shortened by rain,
the first in 1950. But the last
three have been in the past
five years. 3
The 1973 race, won by
Gordon Johncock, was redflagged to a halt when rain fell
after 332'-i miles.
Unser got the benefit of a
downpour after 435 miles in
1975, while Johnny Rutherford
was in the lead when rain
ended the 1976 Indy ,after 255
miles.
There was a general feeling
of reliefwhen lak-year's race
went the distance, with A.J.
Foyt becoming the first driver
to win here four times.
Defending national driving
champion Tom Sneva, Danny
Ongais and Indy rookie Rick
Mears - comprising the first
of 11 rows of cars in the field-

will lead the way into the first
tural of the 200-lap extra aganza.
utherford, Al Unser by's youngerArother and
also a two-time winner and
Johncock make up the second
row.
Bobby Unser qualified on
the inside of the seventh row,
next to Foyt, who hoe his
problems this month at the
Speedway.
The defending champion
failed in his attempt at the

pole position, which Sneva
won for the second. straight
year, because of a mechanical
problem that cut short his first
qualifying attempt..
He got into the field easily
last Sunday, then blew his
engine to pieces Thursday
during carburetion testing the final opportunity to run on
the track prior to race day.
Foyt had to send the engine
back to his Houston garage for
rebuilding, meaning he would
be using an untested engine

Sunday.
The only other previous
winner in the field is 1969
champion Mario Andretti,
who gave up his chance at the
pole and the- front rows in
order to drive in the Belgian
Grand Prix, which he won.
Andretti's car was qualified
here by Mike Hiss. That
meant, under Speedway rules,
Andretti is consigned to the
final spot in the field. Nobody
has won starting from the 33rd
position.

Eichelberger Stretches Lead To
Three Shots In Atlanta Classic

Heard said his ailing back
ATLANTA (AP) - Dave lanky Texan who stretched his
Eichelberger said It was lead to three shots at the had left him in a slump, but "I
midway mark of the $200,000 feel my game is coming back.
'really sort of boring."
I've worked hard, and it's
Of course he was comparing Atlanta Golf Classic.
"It would be a little paying off. When a man shoots
it to a record-setting firstround 62 on Thursday, so unrealistic to come out 62, you really can't do much,
Friday's solid 3-under-par 69 thinking you could shoot but I'm pleased to be within
didn't especially move the ‘another 62," he said."A round three shots."
like yesterday comes around
Watson, who reeled off three
about once a year, if that
and an eagle on four
birdies
'often. I figured anything
straight holes, said he was
under 70 today would be pretty
happy with his round "but I'd
good."
to be in Eichelberger's
like
The 69 in the hot, humid
position. If you are in the lead,
weather on the hilly, 6,883afford to make a
yerd Atlanta Country Club you can
mistake."
course left him at 13-under"I played a little scratchy
par 131, equaling the best 36hole total on the tour this year. today, but I'm in good shape,"
He did, however, face a said Murphy.
Eichelberger took his first
strong challenge from leading
money-winner Tom Watson, bogeP of the tourney on the
seeking a fourth victory this 15th when he missed a fourseason,''and two players foot putt. He salvaged par on
nursing ailing backs - Jerry No. 7 when he blasted to within
Heard and Bob Murphy. They two feet from a bunker and
were three shots off the pace recorded a pair of two-putt
at 134, Watson shooting 66, birdies in the 30-35-foot range.
...Except for a couple of
Heard 67 and Murphy 70.
EEE3 EE3 FT'
the
shots,
I was about the same as
Taking
of
advantage
•
ideal weather, the PGA stars yesterday, although I didn't
continued to rip apart the hit it as close to the hole," he
Atlanta course, and it took a 1- said.
Don Pooley was alone-at 135
underpar 143 to survive the
aut.--7;41.--.- •
01;MillourZhers-were
.
- 'saifa
lied
grouped
Colbert
The
biggest
niune.that
at
-Jim
136
Boyd':
Have a Site Memorial
war
irkhrus, whIrwent a11d Aluji -Tapte-wttrretlx-rrid-.•.:24143-14-4104
Jack Rennet to qualify for, Jeff ffetettit
ivith 6g.
the final two rounds.for only .
iliAN
PEOPleE ,I
Defending champion Hale
the third time in three years
., "This is` the 'most em- Irwin and South African Gary
KY.
MURRAY
harassingthing that ('an Player each barely made the
happen to a professional cut at 143, Irwin with a 72 and
golfer," Nicklaus said.
Player a 68.

Who'll Serve Your Banking Needs
Memorial Day Weekend?
OPEN
ANY
HOUR
DAY
AND
NIGHT

PEOPLES BANK

LLER 24

"a!

North Office

South Office
01.

T TIPS
on buying To make a wise purchase, consider first the size
air conditioner you need. If you get one that's too large
for the space you want to cool, it won't dehumidify the
air enough. If you get one that's top small, it won't give
you the cooling you need.
Second, shop especially for a unit with a high
energy efficiency ratio (EER). The
higher the rating from 5 through 12 the
less energy used.
Come by our office for a free copy
of Guide For Buying a Room Air
Conditioner.
_

ftt Ky. Rural-Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

•
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Natinte's Highways —
Escape Routes To Adventure

Outdoof Loire
the u, ottiouis
Out000r Lore rs dedicated to the hunters 'fishermen and others who cloy

•••

Tired of taking a vacation excellent craft to use. They windbreaker and raingear will
over crowded highways and are durable, lightweight, high- suffice. Footgear need only be
spending a good part of it ly portable and capable of a good pair of canvas shoes.
looking out of car windows? carrying the necessary
Selection of a good riverside
Well, you can change all this camping and fishing gear.
is important and, by
campsite
by using the waterways in- Canoes are available in either
stead, and it's a lot less ex- the popular double-ender 'all means, do this by late
pensive and free to traffic design as well as with a square afternoon. In this way you can
your
frustrations.
stern. Either style is capable get all set up and have
before
dinner
campfire
If camping is your "bag," of accepting small portable
site
you might wish to consider a outboard motors which can be darkenss falls. Look for a
relatively
and
dry
flat,
is
that
and of great assistance in
river
combination
way
camping trip with some traveling the longer distances. free of evening insects by
questioned
tne
mixing
of
the
arrow
and
flight
crossbow
FRANKFORT,. Ky - Conyour
If
breeze.
a
having
of
adventures Canoes are a delight to use
a unexpected mis-firing 'private interests" in a fishing and other
surrounding
troversy
little extra for such trips, but the outdoor selection is on private
a
thrown
add
to
in
4tuation
this
of
proportion.
of
characteristics
those
proposed regulation which
out
experts point out the im- property by all means seek
Commissioner Mitchell has spice to the trip.
would allow the use of the crossbows.
permission
ask
and
owner
the
the
with
all
exciting
packing
Rivers can be
portance of
crossbow during the first two The proponents of the announced in a news release
cases by
this morning (May 28) that the their ever changing views and gear in compact duffle bags to use it. In most
weeks of the statewide archery statewide aeasoa _stated their
courtesy,
this
extending
a
such
is
what
in
of
and stowing them
Fish and Wildlife Commission the expectation
season for deer in Kentucky equipment was archery related
has suspended the crossbow around the next bend: way that they are evenly permission will be granted.
(October 1-14) reached a peak and should be aceetited as such.
camis blessed with an distributed, resulting in a Local, county or state
in Frankfort Photographs of - game taken season during the first two America
t
—itli-pablieWeng
generally
are
pgrounds
archery for 1978. The abundance of rivers, large and well-balanaced load.
recently. According to Arnold with a crossbow were presented weeks of
provided
and the Depart- small. Many of these original Proper gear consists of an located on the maps
Commission
show
be
to
believed
to
they
what
L. Mitchell, Commissioner,
agencies.
various
by
tents,
or
tent
flow
appropriate
commerce
of
avenues
will
Wildlife
of
Resources
ment
the
of
Kentucky Department of Fish conclusive evidence
campground you
further investigation through small towns and large sleeping bags or blankets, Whichever
and Wildlife Resources, the crossbows's capabilities as an conduct
use, practice good outa
and
mattresses
their
along
air
or
foam
arose
which
cities
of
the
use
into
the
possible
hearing was the first in the effective hunting device. The
doorsmanship. Be careful
member of the National crossbow during a statewide banks. Others course through flashlight or lantern. As for with your campfire. Make
department's history.
utensils,
cooking
remote
and
food
somewhat
and
quiet
a
at
date.
season
future
During the March 1978 Fish Crossbow Hunters Association
areas and it is on one of these select the basic needs of a sure it is completely out
whenever you leave the scene.
and Wildlife Commission who presented the photographs
One
question
remains. The waterways that one can best coffee or tea pot, several
to pick up your
Remember
meeting,a crossbow season was is sales representative for a
frying
small cooking pots, a
firm. sportsmen of the state have escape.
litter, including any cigarette
proposed and scheduled to run Canadian-based crossbow
forks,
usual
a
for
the
and
plan
pan
you
Whether
In a telephone conversation been asking how the Departbutts, and deposit all of it in
concurrently during the opening
the ment and the Commission have weekend or a weeks ad- knives and spoons. Select the recepticle provided, or
2 weeks of the Fall 1978 bow prior to the hearing,
uncomplicated,
are
that
planning
foods
basic
some
venture,
of the Canadian firm allowed the Kentucky Crossbow
take it along with you if not
season. The minutes of the president
there Hunters Association with a will insure a successful trip. easy to prepare and do not
recepticle is available.
commission assured ,this reporter
March
1978
Include
or
refrigeration.
river
require
which
on
decide
First,
large orders due to membership of only three (3)
meeting reveal that James were -two
out to Kentucky this members get as far as they did stream you wish to explore. also a good sharp hunting-type
Bowman, president of the be shipped
Yor selection can result from knive, hand axe, matches in a Once you have tried a trip of
individuals with such a proposal.
Some
Fall".
Kentucky Crossbow Hunters
information obtained from waterproof container, first aid this kind which offers a
Association, requested that
pamphlets kit, PFD's and a canoe paddle. variety of things to do —
or
booklets
staewide season in addition to a
obServing
Personal items should be at sightseeing,
provided by a variety of
75 day season at the Pioneer
sources such as state travel a minimum. No need for hair wildlife, swimming, fishing,
Weapons Wildlife Management
bureaus, natural resources sprays and cologne here. photography and finding out
Area of the Daniel Boone
agencies, conservation Clothing for normal weather how good food can take when
National Forest. That season
departments of parks and should be the type that is it's cooked over an open fire —
would run concurrently with the
comfortable and keeps you you'll be hooked on canoe wildlife offices.
statewide longbow season as the
Since your waterway will cool, warm and dry wheq camping on rivers and you'll
crossbow season has in past
probably not be a large, wide needed. In most cases a pair of soon be seeking out other
years.
body of water, canoes are an jeans, shorts, flannel shirts, escape routes to adventure.
Appearing at the public
hearing in Frankfort were
thirteen represeptatives of
bowhunting
several
organizations throughout
Kentucky, all members of the
statewide organization, the
Pointing to a specific piece of information for presenUnited Bowhunters of Kentucky
ting
his opposition to the proposed crossbow season
five
were
present
(UBK). Also
persons representing the during the first two weeks of archery season in Kentucky
crossbowmen's interests, in- is Joe Fehriback, chairman of the board of directors, the
cluding members from the United Bowhunters of Kentucky. Arnold Mithcell (left),
National Crossbow -Hunters Commissioner of the Ky. Department of Fish and Wildlife
Nor will the number of tags reward will be. Tags returned
Frankfort, Ky.,—There are
Association and the Kentucky Resources listens intently while Bud Rienzan of the
some mighty valuable bass bearing a certain monetary in a plain envelope with the
Crossbow Hunters Association. Buckskin Bow Club looks on.(See Story)
swimming around in Ken- value be made public, ac- length, weight, girth and the
Commissioner Mitchell
Photo try Butch Greer
tucky waters—fish worth up to cording to Bowers. Employees catch location and method
the
stating
hearing
the
opened
of the fish and .wild life with several scales from the
in fact.
$1,000,
- meeting was in accordance with
In a major research project department and their families fish will be accepted.
the provisions of Kentucky law
This Program,'which was
now underway, the Depart- cannot receive cash rewards.
„which allows for the presenThe bass are being captured approved by the Fish and
ment of Fish and Wildlife
tation of information and facts
Resources is offering cash by electro-shocking, a process Wildlife Commission at its
for opposing a proposed
rewards for the return of tags which stuns fish for a few March meeting, was reviewed
regulation. The request for the
from black bass. The monetary minutes. The orange plastic by the Attorney General's
hearing was made by the United
value of each tag, chosen by tag with black numbers is office to make certain that it
Bowhunters of Kentucky. The
random
selection, ranges placed partially under the did not constitute a lottery avid
meeting was turned over Skip FRANKFORT, KY - Gov. Water Enforcement has had
$1,000, with; in- scales along the fish's back was studied by the Executive
to
$1
from
Julian
the
Carroll
today
for
challenged
attorney
over
Kentucky
authority
Gains,
Department of Finance and
of $5, $10, and the bass is then released.
values
termediate
Department of Fish and water sport enthusiasts to beat waters.
Administration to make sure
a
such
angler
An
catching
$100.
and
$50
$25,
last
year's
as
safety
record
on
Resources
Wildlife
Shoulders, who is one of 21
legal
means of disbursing the
the
return
must
fish
tagged
cash
the
of
Kentucky waterways this members of the National The purpose
moderator.
available,
were
to tag, in a special envelope funds
Fehriback, chairman of the summer while proclaiming Boating Safety Advisory rewards,' according
board of directors, showed his June 1-7 Water Safety Week. Council, said boating is one of fisheries Division Director available at most docks or delaying the final approval
organization was not opposes',to The governor noted that 1977 the fastest growing family Charlie Bowers, is to en- from the department, before until now, Bowers says.
crossbowmen having a hunting water-related fatalities were 44 activities in the nation. He said courage anglers to return he learns how much his
but felt there were percent below 1976 figures. The safety begins with obeying tags. "Other states which
season,
A new Lantern Parts Kit packaged for individual sale is
severe incompatibilities with death toll in 1976 had been the the rules and regulations have conducted similar
now offered by Coleman. A plastic base snaps onto the
reward programs have got
longbows and crossbows in the lowest on record until last governing water sports.
bottom of all Coleman lanterns and provides weatherOne of the most basic of the returns of up to 50 percent,"
field at the same time. year's decline.
proof storage for the spare mantles, lubricat for lantern
Fehriback and his organization State water enforcement state's boating laws concerns Bowers says. The usual return
pump leather and generator wrench that come in the kit.
members pointed out the lack of iirector Doug Shoulders at- registrations. All motor boats of a tagging program without
There are three sizes available:
safety standards and lack of 'xibuted the decline in water principally used in Kentucky incentive usually runs under
—Model 20087101 for single mantle lanterns.
uniform manufacturing stan- ieaths and accidents "both to must be registered and num- five percent, according to
—Model 220117101 for standard double mantle lanterns.
dards in the crossbow-industry greater public awareness and bered in the state. Registrations - Bowers.
A high rate of return,
which could possibly lead to ncreased patrols" by his are obtained from the circuit
—Model 275-7201 dor the new 275 lantern.
Other lantern accessories available horn Coleman in- injurious situations afield. The livision in the. Department of clerk in the county of principal Bowers explains, . gives
dude floodlight reflector, lantern hanger, carrying Cites UBK also presented 'in- fransportation. In the area of use or in the county of biologists a much tote-a --curate picture of the fishing
formation they believed would 2ducation, Shoulders reported residence.
and funnel.
For more information, contact The Coleman Company, 'show the department how much hat 189000 school children Water enforcement officers pressure being exerted on
of a primitive weapon the most attended courrses in water last year cited about 2,000 black bass, one of our most
Inc., 250 N. St. Francis, Wichita, Kansas 67201.
most
and
readily available crossbows safety provided last year by boaters for failure to register popular
were. The points in question water enforcement officers.
their craft, or failure to carry sought—after game fish. Good
were the inconsistency of the Since 1973 the Division of the registration number on the return figures will also help
side of the craft. Kentucky's biologists better evaluate the
registration period begins May effects of the. new 12-inch site
I and ends April 30 each yearr. limit on bass.
Shoulders said a complete Various lakes, streams and a
guide to state laws on water portion of the Ohio River will
safety is available from the contain tagged fish, Bowers
Division of Water Enforcement, says, but the names of the acFrankfort. He also noted that tual waters will not be made
safewty seminars can be public, waters will not be made
seheduled through the division public. "This is to try to keep
office. "The general public in fishing pressure as near its
Oiympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
recent years has shown .a normal le v el as possible,"
healthy interest in water safety Bowere says. "If we announce
Ths 9 bass stringer sported a WO bass of 5 pounds 5
education and it appears to be that Lake X has a $1,000 bass
ounces this week out of Kentucky take using a white
paying off," Shoulders said. in it, that lake will obviously
single spin Go Go Gir (3 8 oz.). The fishermen were Jim
"But those few people who don't get fished more thaR it
7519131
Hwy.641 South
Chamber (above)and Robert Lowe, jr. who is not shown.
know, or just plain ignore the otherwise would and this
The total weight of the stringer tipped the scales at 18
law. are the ones we're most would make our final figures
pounds and 5 ounces.
less accurate."
concerned about" he said.

Spring end SIMMS,
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Sportsman's Journal

Kentucky Division ofFisheries
Announces "Cash" Tagging Program

Co.'. CarrollProclaims

WeefSs*Week June f7

SPORTING GOODS

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

.1•11•••••••••••••••...11•1...............•••••••••••••

•III/1.....11,..-.1•1•••-••=.......

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
IUCKS BODY SHOP

Coldwater Rd
753-6448

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
__Dx.thitao.sistertafixofkrv:sp-715„872
203 E. main
•

We Sell

rEarty
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

900 Sycamore

753-5142
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America?
The "Q" now claims to have
the largest listening audience
in this entire area of the
country and they don't play
anything but country music.
And if you still think the
humble hut on the twenty
acres out yonder in the
country is largely unwanted,
just try pricing one sometime.
There was a day; perhaps the worm into the apple polka dotted billy goat. The
It used to burn just a little
we should say a point in time, barrel. And from where we humble huts out yonder on the
bit when folks called us
and not so very long ago either came, to there again we go. forty acres of wilderness were
hillbillies. Of course we were
that a "hillbilly" was
Consider this. Twenty years tinged with almost shame.
and we knew it. Friend, the
regarded as a second class ago the cat who came tooling
Happened to be out in one of day has come and now is,
citizen. Perhaps less. It was into town on Saturday night in the asphalt corrals of modern
when it is downright
fashionable and greatly the pickup truck was times (the shopping center to honorable
to be addressed as a
esteemed to be from the definitely not of the extraction be exact) the other night. A
hillbilly. Assuming the other
"city." If you happen to be one to be associated with one's brand spanking new seventy
choice is -city slicker."
of the hundred million or so daughter. Perish the thought. eight Cadillac was parked in
Country music, four wheel
folks in this land who have Poor lad probably even listend the next lane. And just down
drives, and camping out are
been drawing breath for to Johnny Cash which in those from it a little ways sat a two
getting close to the heart of
better than a score of years no days marked you as weird. tone blue four wheel drive
America. And while it may not
doubt you can remember it. Country music was definitely truck adorned with rollbar,
be heaven, It now sets beyond
Country was out: Suburbia or. taboo for those who sought the driving lights, brush guard, the
fence row of fine. We
town was in. Suffice it to say finer things of life. And they and sitting high and handsome
confess to being well blessed
the sands of time have shifted. who camped out much and on Monster Mudders. I
with ignorance, and maybe
Wespent a hundred years in sought solitude in the great estimate that a hundred
this is our hangup. But it
this country watching the outdoors were ranked slightly people passed by while we sat seems
from our small corner
steady flow of folks into Ihe_ _oyer_the_nomaclic gypsy ..who there anii..1 watched.
of the world that maybe folks
thriving beehives of activity of defied all known social sancThe Caddyllrew not a single
are once more niiividg-badc-ki
the metropolitan areas, tion. The rare breed who glance. The truck got many
some of the basic values of
departing their rural and often banged around in four wheel looks and at least ten or twelve real life.
Someone said that
rugged childhood. Just about drives were viewed with ebout folks actually walked over and
when you lose something, the
the time everybody got to the same attitude as would around it, their eyeballs
best place to start looking is
where they thought they have been accorded a rivited on the rig. What gives
where you lost it. The
wanted to be, presto; Enters dinosaur crossbred with a
p..

Four Wheeling
By Hemp Brooks
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Billy Balentine, President of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club, demonstrates the uses of
fishing tackle during the special Population Fishing Tournament held May 13, 1978, at
Devils Elbow on Lake Barkley. Despite bad weather, 35 boys.and girls, ages 6 to 15, participated in the event sponsored by the Kentucky Lake Bass Club, Kentucky Special
Olympics, and land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration
area.Participants were from Outwood Excepticon, Dawson Springs, KY; Ft. Thomas, KY;
and WestLiberty, KY.

gathicky iske TOM”'Prams WSAnglers

satisfaction of success runs
way yonder short of hapMuch knowledge and
grear wealth are but handicaps. Society is a beautiful
oasis with much charm and no
substance. Just maybe it is in
the awesome emptiness of
solitude that we reach out for
someone to talk to when there
Is no other person around. And
that is a beginning.
Four wheel drive is one
avenue of getting far enough
away from the herd to allow
yourself some time for serious
thinking. Call it a fringe
benefit if you wish. But
Americans increasingly are
showing resentment at being
mere numbers and seeking to
establish real individual
identities.
Bear in mind that he who
Writes this was once regarded
as a polkadotted dyno-gqat
and is now regarded in kinder
light not so much because he
has changed but because
times have changed. You
might want to also remember
that welve in a day and age
where living can be hazardous
to your health.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING
and have a nice week.
•

LAS.S. Invitational Open,Scheduled For May31-June
BENTON, KY. - Dave Gliebe'Invitational B.A.S.S. Tour- narnents in Florida and Virginia out of, a payday. But, fishing is tournament.
This has rubbed a
by his own admission is "the nament, May 31-June 2, on huge this season. The cold weather still fun. Competition 1notivates few BASSers wrong,
those who
worst fishing partner you could Kentucky Lake. This is the made life difficult for a play-for- me to keep fishing. The had made a living
catching 12get." There are alot of olks that turning point in qualifying for pay angler.
scoreboard tells you how you're inch fish.
aould like to go fishing with bass
fishing's
biggest It's not all fun and games. doing. Tournaments are "I haven't had any problem
tim.
showdown of the year - the Gliebe, who quit a career as a educational. Someone - even trying to adapt," said Gliebe.
Strange
No, not really. $50,000 BASS Masters Classic, draftsman for, the California during the tough conditions "I've always fished for
bigger
Dave Gliebe isn't unsociable. "I October 25-27, at a site yet to be Highway Department, travels earlier this year. - always fish, and most fish
caught
just don't talk much when I'm revealed.
about 40,000 miles a year to cast seemed to fire out a way to flippin; seem to just run
fishing," says the 35-year-old After three BASS events, for cash.
catch the fish."
bigger." •
Stackton, California angler, Gliebe
has scrambled into the This is a -full-time job kir- Gliebe, being a West Coast Gliebe's tournament fish have
who has become one o'f the lead for the Bass
Angler-of-the- Gliebe, who its,, sponsored by angler, in what's associated as averaged just Over threecountry's best at cast-for-cash Year title. This
coveted crown Fenwick, a California-based a "good old boys" sport in the pounds, having netted 25
tackle company. With Success, South, is somewhat of an outbass fishing. To Gliebe, fishing is bestowed on the
keepers fOr 75-pounds 12
season's allis serious.
around top BASSer, who he's picked up other sponsors. sider. He doesn't mind. ounces.
Professional fishing has
compiles the most pounds of In the beginning, tir slender "Fishing is an individual sport, Jerry Rhyne, a formerr
become a business. For Gliebe, bass
flesh over six tour- California angler entered and I prresfer to practice alone. Santee-Cooper, S.C..rockfish
who won the first stop on the naments. Gliebe
has 75 pounds tournaments as a "no boat." Some little cliques in the (striper) guide, ranks second in
1978 Bass Anglers Sportsman 12 ounces.
Fishing from the back seat, tournament circuit share in- the B.A.S.S. point standings Roy Gividen, Shively, Kentucky,stands with Richard Burke, president of the Wilderness
Society circuit in central
he quickly earned attention. He formation, but I try to go it with 75-pounds 2-ounces. The Bowhunters Club of Louisville, Kentucky; and Tom Norment, president of the Balcoky
Florida, it's profitable. He He-should improve his pcore won the 1977 Louisiana B.A.S.S. alone."
Stanley, N.C. pro is considered
Bowhunters Club of Barlow, Kentucky; after receiving his awards at the eighth annual
averages about $2000 a tour- at Kentucky Lake. "They'll be a Invitational on Toledo Beryl, Gliebe • is best known for - a one of the
circuit's top spin- Carporee in Land Between The Lakes. Gividen was senior rnens winner, with a 30%"
nament.
predicts
caught,"
lot of fish
during a hot three-straight technique called "Flippin," nerbait fishermen. His 22
There's $44,200 in prizes in the Gliebe. That hasn't been the winning streak. Since becoming which was developed on the Est tournament-caught bass are carp and a 31 5/8" gar, at the event which is sponsored by Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
kitty for the Kentucky case in earlier B.A.S.S. tour- a pro angler - some 50 tour- Coast by another California pro, averaging over 3 and a half
naments ago - Gliebe has Dee Thomas. A long rod is used pounds.
(TVA Photo by Gordon Hay)
earned over $97,000. He fishes to ,flip a lig and worm into "I believe the size limit is
MIS.KY WEIIIVITAIIONAI
any place there's a bass worth bucket-size spots, which are off primarily psychological," said
catching.
limits to more conventional Rhyne,who formerly worked as
Kinhocky &hennas
Now, he has a boat, courtesy casting and reeling techniques. a water treatment specialist.
of Skeeter Boats of Longview, "The bass should be up ight "Some pros go into a rut patTexas, and is a member of other in the cover for the Kentucky terning themselves for 12 to 13
Jim Battoe, Paducah
Don Jones Murray
"pro fishing teams," such as tournament, and I'll probably inch bass. They didn't search
Bob Bellew, Henderson Hugh Massey, Murray
Ray Bivin, Louisville
Glenn Montgomer, Louisville Evinrude Motors, which helps do p lot of flippin'," said Gliebe, much for bigger bass."
with equipment and gear.
who doesn't get the credit due Rhyne believes he's onto a
Sam Burgess, Paducah Red Morris, Murray
gear.
as an all-around angler. He won "system" for finding and
Ed Caldwell, Cadiz
Roger Pickard, Hartford
With fame and fortune, does the Florida tournament on the catching the larger 14 inch bass
Ron Colbert, Mayfield
Ronnie Shearer, Lexington
Dave
Gliebe
feel
any Kissinunee Chain with a one. and above,-hut- iea4--Feady, to
Jeff Craggs, Mayfield
Dave Smith, Louisville
pressure
For
him,
can
fishing
ounce Bass Buster reveal his tactic. He admitted it
Al Curtis, Cadiz
Neil Stubblefield, Henderson
still be fun.. "There's some spinnerbait.
wasn't any particular lure.
Tom Fisher, Louisville John R. Vinson, Cadiz
By Jerry Mau&
pressure in that it's my only
This season a keeper must Asked if he'd gone to bigger
Sol Fritz. Hopkinsville
Mike Witaker, Gilbertsville
income. If I don't do wellr-I'm measure 14-inches in a B.A.S.S baits to catch bigger bass,
Rhyne commented, 'Not pardeep Wee-R's along shallow
ticularly, but I've gone back to I hesitate to say anything shallow dropoffs.
the spinnerbait more. The about the fishing conditions Black bass have begun, to bars and dropoffs.
Most of the white bass have
spinnerbait is a big bass bait. because it has been so long settle back into the button
Look at the number of big bass since they were this good. We bushes after the falling water been near record size and have
really put up a tremendous
in B.A.S.S. tournaments that will try to slip by and avoid a level stopped.
have been caught on this lure, natural disaster. The water They are still trying to spwrr fight. It is quite a thrill for me to
particularly, the case of Ricky temperature has risen to 72 and will be a little cranky but warch someone else catch these
Green who wins his share of degrees plus and will continue you can throw a plastic worm or fighters for the first time.
hopefully.
top water lure and catch bass. I I realize our lakes are getting
daily lunker honors."
Top prize in the Kentucky You can find dingy murkey have noticed also that when a a lot of fishing pressure as well
Invitational will be worth water in the shallows or on most lot of insects start hatching and as pleasure boaters and its very
$10,520, including $5,520 cas and of the west bank of Kentucky flying around,bass fishing frustrating_at times. We must
a $5,000 Ranger bass boat rig. Lake. The east side is a little really picks up on the surface remember that we live in an
area that is nationally known
The tournament's top lunker clearer in most of the bays so lures.
The water has reached the and sought by vacationers of all
earns a $3,775 Ranger bass rig. you can take your choice.
The top 40 anglers share in the Crappie have spawned for the perfect stage to start trolling for kinds. Try to be helpful if
year with a few exceptions and Sauger and white bass
needed and courteous to
$44,000 plus prize fund.
Tournament
headquarters are in the shallow brush. Many I have been guiding and the everyone as you obey the rules
will be at the Sportsman's are being taken on spinnerbaits last three trips were fairly short of the water. Most of all
Lodge in Benton, Ky. with daily and small crankbaits by bass ones but we have boated 40 remember that you may need
weigh-ins at 3 p.m., May 31- fishermen. They are also being sauger, 50 white bass, arid 4 help some day.
taken along rocky points and Largemouth bass by trolling the
HAPPY FISHING.
June 2.

Asking Ike

Murray Home & Auto
•

•
•
•
•
Winners at the Ohio Valley eield Trial Circuit Awards Banquet held in Madisonville last weekend were (kneeling
from left) Guy Sullivan, with White Knight Go, the top shooting dog of the year, Ronald Thompson, with Dirty Sally,
the top derby dog; Ferrell Miller, with Miller's Charger, the top puppy, and circuit President Thomas E. Woodward,
with Miller's Country Rib, the top all-age dog. Fourth from the left in the back is Brad Miller. Freddie Epp, guest
professional, is fifth from the left and Ernie Woodward,circuit secretary, is on the right.
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Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
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(Photo by Larry Molar)
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Coming Soon
•1•111

Big Mac's
iii

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires 8. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
•
4011N 4th
7534079

_

Thornton
Body
-Shop
N'HourWtecker Seance,
2112triniaTer Rd.

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
-We Appreciate Your Business"

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

753-3226
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WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
9 Situations Wanted

whirlwind

Cat

TWO
dIgis need
babysitting job immediately. Call 7538820.

FORMICA and Wilson art
laminated
plastic.
Discontincted patterns,
65 cents per ft. West Ky.
Cabinet Shop, 1203 Story
Ave,

FREEZER
BEEF
Choice grain fed-aged
beef. Front quarter, 79
AMBITIOUS
hard
cents a pound, whole of
working 20 year old
half 89 cents a pound,
male looking for a good
hind quarter. 99 cents a
paying full or part time
pound hanging weight.
job. Experience in
Food Stamps accepted.
construction. Call
We also do custom
Bruce at 753-9786 or 753slaughtering, Paris
3940.
Meat Processing, 64214 Want To Buy
8201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on Old
LOW TRIALER TO haul
Call ' Murray Road.
' 753-7513.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally
advertised
WORKING OR SILENT
brand. Battery operated
partnership in small or
and included. Rowland
manufacturing
light
Refrigeration, 110 South
plant. Or will buy total
12th.
ownership Investment to
$100,000. Your brief
H P. 32" riding mower
description of business
Electric start. Call 753and potential will be held
2831.
in strict confidence.
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15 Articles For Sale

Write

to

Box

32C.

KROEHLER living room
suite, 2 'odd chairs,
matching offee and
end table. Call 753-2772
after 2 p.m.

:1 111111
1112111
PIANOS
ORGANS

Of

Whey Yee Think
VaIne...Tkink

Thrt.pkrtre_ii

West Ky.
Appliance Center

LAYTON'
runner'y J & B Music
CIirstout St

Murray Ky

Sales B. Service
641 N.

753-4471

FREE

18. Sewing
USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
regular
attachments.
perfect, tully
guaranteed.. Full ,cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
Route
5,
Benton, Ky. or call 3548619.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE to':cco ana
tomato sticks. Call 4892126,

mP

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control
100 Soot% 13111
Photo 7534914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

24 Miscellaneous

30 Business Rentals
BUILDING 17 x
in
Dixieland
Shoping
Center. Available June
1st. Heating and air
conditioning. Facilities
provided. Short or long
term lease. Call 7534041
after 5 •.m.
31 Want To Rent
SMALL UNFU
• house in country. Call
436-2361.
32 Apartments for Rent

43

Real Estate

FOR SALE 1 acre on
blacktop
road
at
Coldwater.
$2500.0wner will
finance if necessary
with /
1
2 down. Call 4892224.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southsrde Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

FURNISHED 1 or' 2
bedroom, singles and
married couples only.
Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.

753-4451

WELL MAINTAINED
older house for sale.
- -Two or-a-bedroom-I At
FURNISHED efficiency
bath, fireplace, storage
apartment, one person.
and fenced backyard.
$85. Two people, $115.
Call 753-6153.
Utilities paid. Call 7536153.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake
FURNISHED apartment
view lots in restricted
at New Concord. $60 per
subdivision at 1973
month. Call 436-2427.
prices. Central water
Call 436-2473.
33 Rooms For Rent

RADIAL TIRE Sale Steel belted premium
grade
white
wall,
SLEEPING ROOM, air THIRTY MC' acres
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
condition, refrigerator,
with water front located
plus
$2.97
FET,. private entrance. .South
at Chandler Park area
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
16th Street. Call 753-6609.
of the lake (Hamlin,
plus
$3.15
FET,
Ky.) Property has long
34 Houses For Rent
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET. TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
plus a new road serving
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
11
/
2 miles out 641 South.
portion
of the
a
Call 753-8681.
property. John
C.
COMPARE
ROTO
NICE
Neubauer,
505
Realtor,
TWO
BEDROOM
SHEAR model 2201 with
brick
house
Main Street, Murray.,
on
weedeater model 500 or
Lake
at
753-0101
or 753-7531.
Cypress
507. Roto shear model
Creek. Must have.
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
referencep Call 492-8221.
Hardware, Paris.
HOUSE near downtown
THE NELSON SNROAT
26. IV Radio
Murray. Call 753-4109.
CO. REALTORS
16" COLOR TV RCA.
36 For Rent Or Cease
759-1707
Reasonable. Call 759• OwcW Setts SitellIffol Csotif
4091.
Mini
Warehouse
CONSOLE STEREO with
Storage Space
_ AM-PM rtceiver. 8 track
RENTAL PROPERTY
recorder and record
For Rent
GOOD INVESTMENT
changer.
Slightly
253-4758
Don't miss out on this
damaged. $199.88.
great rental property.
Mongomery Ward. 75338 Pets Supplies
House is divided into 2
1966.
apartments with another
ALE COCKER
garage apartment also.
Spaniel. 11
/
2 years old.
19" BLACK AND WHITE
Gas heat is an economic
Spayed,
has
had
all
portable T. V. with stand.
feature: large 85 x 351 lot
shots. Can be seen at 83
Good condition. Call 759with lots of nice trees.
Shady
Oaks.
$65.
4501 after 5:30 p.m.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 7534222 for
78 MODEL Pioneer SX OLD ENGLISH sheepmore information.
dog,
1
year
Call
old.
650 receiver. Two CS
Call 489-2483 or 489-2536.
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
RABBITS FOR SALE
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Guy Spann Realty
pets or fryers. Also
Call 753-4641 days, 753Your key People
goats. Call 436-2733.
3724 after 5.

GENERAL
USED
ELECTRIC washer. 650. BALER
.WE BUY USED mobile
TWINE 9,000 ft.
Pony, 3 wheel bicycle.
homes. Top prices paid.
Premium
quality
Call 489-2200.
West
End
Mobile
2. Notice
guaranteed, $10 99 per
2 Notice
Homes, 442-1918.
bale. Wallin Hardware,
PORTABLE MAYTAG
BIBLE FACTS INC. COLOR PORTRAITS. GOOD USED MOBILE
Paris.
bring us yours for extra
WASHER AND DRYER.
Hebrew 11:6 states
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
copies. Made from any
One used Zenith Color.T. USED NAME
"But with out faith it is
brand
15 Articles For Sale
size
into
size.
any
V.
Call 753-8937.
Augers, 23' and 57'
impossible to please
Wallets low as 24 cents,8 TWO
: Him: For he that
USED
Available at discount
x 10 $2.40. Fast suairice.
BARGAIN STORE has
REFRIGERATORS,
prices. Call 489-2669
cometh to God" must
Artcraft. 118 South 12th.,
different items each
cold drink box, and
beleive that He is, and
after 4:30.
Parking
753-0035.
week. Portable oven,
Free
small
adding
that He is a rewarder of
machine.
lot, use our rear enchairs, tables, and
Call 753-5618.
JOHN DEERE
them that deligently
heavy
trance.
dishes, glasses, cabinets,
seek Him.' Are you
duty wagon, $300. 1200
WEED EATERS trunks, tools, two sets of
seeking the true word of
tabacco sticks, 12 cents
5 lost And Found
encyclopedias, fans,Clippie model:. $19.99.
God in order to do' His
a piece. Call 436-2253.
Snippy model, $39.99.
grass edger. books.
will' For Bible answer LOST OR STRAYED-Red
Needle model,500 or 507,
magazines, and many
20' GOOSENECK trailer
bone hound pup, 8-10
and study call 759-4600.
$43.99. Wallin Hardother used cheap items.
with pull out ramps 45
months old. No collar.
ware, Paris.
Bargain Store in the hall,
John Deere combine.
Wildcat Creek Park
Dixieland Shopping
Five 16' Oliver plows,
vicinity. --Call John
SKIL SAW sale, model
Center.
John Deere
.13 row hard
Hutchins, 436-5642.
574, $32.99, model 559.
land drill. tall 436-2198.
6 Help Wanted
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
CHERRY,POPLAR, oak
NEW ONE ROW tobacco
ADDR 'ERS WANmodel 553, $99.99, model
and birch lumber for
753-1441
setter, $395. One row
TED IMMEDIATELY!
554,
$109.95.
Wallin
sale.
dried
Air
long
over
7534621
.
cultivator, $75 Rotary
Work at home no exHardware, Paris.
period. Not planed. Can
. 7534952
mowers, $295, $315, and
perience Necessary
make
selection.
own
Call
753-9332
WE BUY AND SELL usec,
$325.. One bottom plow,
.excellent pay. Write
492-8702.
air conditioners. Dill
$165. Grader blades,
American Service, 8350
Electric, 753-9104 or 753753-5131
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285, 6
• Park •Lane, Suite 127,
EAGER
I self propelled
1551.
ft. 6 in., $325. New and
Dallas, TX 75231.
lawn mower. Used 3
153-3535
used post diggers,
/ seasons. Three wheel
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15t-2'
scoops,
plows, one and
TRUCK
DRIVER
Centakwils
bicycle with electric
boat and trailer. $350.
153.4422
two
row
tobacco setters,
tie
WANTED to drive
motor.
Complete
with
Record in fathometer.
discs, cultivators,
System wide. Willing to
153-1511
charger.
battery
and
Call
$125. Call 436-2538.
mowers, rakes, balers,
stay away from home
kedirClim... 753-W2
• 753-2911.
20
used tractors, some
at
least
2
15341EfD
weeks
at
a
Mesas
In Re& Estat,'.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
for
parts_John 0. Kough
time. Two years exlowlellesd . 153-2213
753 7724
3
/
1
2
H.
DOBERMAN PUPS, AKP.
garden tiller.
practically new. All
LARGE SELECTION of
Murray
Equipment Sales, Route
to1 Syc.ivore
perience driving
Foga
$179.89. Montgomery
C. Seven weeks. Call 901hardware. $49. Call 759new Magnavox console
1, Highway 94 West,
tractor rig Call 435153-5342
Pais
Ward.
753-1966.
648-5424.
1117 after 4 p.m.
stereos for only $12.00
Farmington, Ky., phone
4558 after 4 p.m.
per -month. Clayton's
Concerns
382-2207.
ESTABLISHED
Social
References required.
AKC
ALASKAN
KINGWOOD HEATERS
(Formerly J & B
BUSINESS NEAR MSU.
16
New
Malamute
Committee and
puppies
automatic,
20
Sports
Equipment
brick
lined
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Musici, 753-7575.
Owner
retiring and will
Patterns
Seven
weeks
old. Make
cast iron grates. Deluxe
• Employer. Accepting
The Ledger &
train new owner. To
FOLBOT canoe type, 650.
adorable
Of
vinyl
cushion
pets
or
floor
guard
porcelain
enamel
applications for sales
WANTED RESPONkeep up to date with the
501 N. 7th Street Call
Times
on sale at Wiggins
dogs. Call 753-9390. '
cabinet, lift off cook
person at Mimeos, Bel
SIBLE
party
take
to
up
latest
listings on the
753-7582.
Furniture,641 North.
surface top. $199.95.
40 Produce
Air Center.
payment like new color
building page of the
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
RRIES ONE boys bike, $15. One
TV. Clayton's (formerly STRA
paper on Tuesdays. Also
MAN
60 AMP temporary
start picking Thursday
Y011UR NEED
is our PRODUCTION
girls bike, $25. Call 753J and B Music), 753-7575.
call or come by our
TIRE SALE - Polyester
Part time older man
service pole. $25. 9000
morning May 18. Pete
00/mem. NEEDLINE,
2668.
office
on
1200
4 ply white wall,
welcome if strong and
BTU air condition, $125.
Valentine Farm. Call
TS3-6333
Sycamore for your copy
premium
grade.
901-642-4439.
in good health Please
3, matress and Spring, 26' CRUISER. Twin
We sell the best anof the second edition of
A78113", $19.30 plus
apply in person at Ky.
tennas and towers. If
engines. In excellent
$35.00. Twin mattress
our Buyers Guide.
STRAWBERRIES
you
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
ou can beat our
Candy Co. Almo.
ANYONE INTERESTED
condition with all
and springs,$25. Call 489pick, 25 cents quart.
LORETTA
JOBS
P.11110.
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
prices then you are not
2434.
factory
In maintenance of
options.
REALTORS, • 753-1492.
Near -East Elementary.
getting the beet.
E78x14", $22.15 plus
Dixon Cemetery? In CARPENTER
Replacement cost over
Call 753-8848 or 753-8679
S helper.
ARIENS
riding lawn
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$20,000
pleaaent cominunity in
sell
Will
for
11.
. before 8 p.m.
Do not apply on
mower.
6
h.p.
Excellent
-$2247 pins
FET,
$6,500. 753-9537.
L B. L. Send conSaturday Custom Built,
condition. Call 753-3270
G78x14" or 15", $24.81
tributions or contact
753-0984.
after 5 p.m.
Center
plus
$2.60
FET,
1977 SOMERSET 17' walk
Mrs. James Dixon,
U PICK
H78x15",
$26.36
plus 23
through windsheild.
Route 7. Murray, Ky., IMMEDIATELY Carrier
753-586S
CU. FT.Chest freezer.
COLLEGE FARM rd
$2.85 FET, I.78x15",
Mrs. Leland Peeler,
Low profile, 200 h.p.
salesman for Courier
$288.88.
Mongomery
STRAWBERRIES
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Evinrude.
Custom
Route 8. Murray. Ky. or.
Journal in Murray. 16
27 Mobile Home Sales
Ward, 753-1966.
7 A. M. daily. One
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris.
247-8269.
trailer.
Call
Mrs. June Ezell. Cadiz,
years or over. Call Bob
MOBILE HOME, centre
West
mile
of
Ky.
Nil, 4 noires oot end off 121
Rogers, 753-7116.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Calloway High.
heat and air. Nice
TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
AR
ISTOCRAFT
S. UN lovely 3 Ii 11
19
ft.
/
2 but is
,Thornton Tile and
garage, lot withwell.
drive. Briggs and
Mood for ono who wants I
inboard outboard, six
EXPERIENCED
7534498
Marble South 9th.' Call
$6000. Call 436-2733.
large lot. Nemo has lerpo
Stratton engines.
cylinder. 160 h.p. Good
painter. Steady work.
753-5719.
family room arid Wei kit.
$199.95
Wallin'
Hardcondition. Call 753-4377
WATKINS
FOR
For interview call 753chow. Meteor 91 is 111
/
2
Public Sales
41
TRAILER AND LOT
ware,
Paris.
or
7531004.
Products. Contact
0839 or 753-5287.
TAPPAN
refrigerator1 5%. Price reduced to
FOR
SALE.
Three
Holman Jones. 217
$332,500. Coll novo Owner wow
freezer combination.
YARD SAkE,, Saturday
bedrooms; 2 bath. ImBASS BOAT, motor and
HOMEMAKERS: Work a SCRAP CANDY and log
ts to relyolid.
South 13th., Phone 753Frost free. Call 759-4761.
and Monday. 8-? Clothes,
rolls, $1.013-$1 50 per
mediate
few evenings a weekpossession.
trailer. Call 753-7595.
3128
vacuum cleaner, tires,
Ovilding lot or invostinent
pound. 7 to 5 daily, 8-12
Pottertown Road.'4 mile
Earn $200.00 weekly.
SEVERAL SIDE by side
furniture, shoes. 1306
tweed on Mowry St. ant oft)
Saturday.
BOAT
Ky.
off
Candy
94 East. Call 753-6083.
REPAIRS
Demonstrate MERRIdeep freezers still in
Peggy Ann Drive.
of So. its,, Wootlitd lot
Co., Almo.
Former
prototype
MAC toys and gifts. No
stock. Call 759-4895.
kirmaify molted for walk-ovt
DOUBLE
WIDE
1975
engineer
at large Florida
investment-delivering
yARD SALE, saturday 8adownoret oil city MONK.
FOR
SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
Trailer.
Excellent
Boat Co. now located in
WHEEL HORSE 857
Priced at 55,600.
or collection. Supervisor
5 1706 W. Main. Tapes,
16 CC Sinkers - 50 lb. box
condition with all apMurray doing wood and
positions available. Call
clothing, CB radio and
tractor-type
753-3263 Anytime
riding
$12.95. Styrofoam In- • lawn mower. 36
pliances, central heat
fiberglass reparairs.
Ann Raster collect at
much more.
inch
sulation-'" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
and air, drapes, porch,
Bottom painting. Call
cut, electic start. Cast
(319) 556-8881 or write
I" 4 x 8 - $4.80 Particle
FIVE PARTY CARPORT
underpinning, storm
Bob Cook, 767-4386.
iron motor. 'A-1 conMERRI-MAC, 801
100 ACRES FOR the
We have the right
Board
sale. Saturday ontf.'•
strap.
'1"
4
By
x
8-$3.40
appointment
JACKSON, DUBUQUE.
dition. $450.00. Phone
builder or farmer with 5
Plywood - 42" 4 x 8 1617 Kirkwood Dr. Old
tool for your job at
only 753-9706 or 753-9422.
WATER STRIDER boat.
IOWA 52001.
Puryear
room house on blacktop
901-247-5542
_
$6.75. N," 4 x 8 - $8.00,
round dining table, 4
motor and trailer. Call
Storks
Hardware,
IOWA 52001.
after 3:30 p.m.
and city water. About ,50
1972 12 X 65 2 bedroom, 2
14" 4 x 8 • $1000 Ex
chairs, platform
492-8336
acres
12th and Poplar.
has
been
bath,
furnished,
16
Home
and
Furnishings
air
tenor Siding -4 x8.$6.00
rocker, portable stereo,
WANTED SOMEONE to
cultivated, balaisce in
condition.
Storm
straps:
and
up.
furniture,
clothing
baby
Precut 2 x 4's
OrN0Re AT, 18 horse
1t'vJin
tear down house Call
NEW OAK FRAME love .. .Eud
timber. Only 10 miles
underpinned. $5,100. See
• $.89 ea Shingles - No I
and much more.
motor and
seat -with matching
'753-5587.
form ClarkVille. Price
at Riviera Cts. or call
- $18.75 per sq Shower ' chair and ottoman. End
with
Kota
$65,000, 1 4 down, Also 72
753-3280 befor 5.'
THREE PARTY YARD
stalls $125 00 ea. Cabinet
T 1ier motor.
MinaCall 3table and coffee table to . trolling
acres Near Ky. Lake on
'fronts _- L12.00 ea.
29 Mobile Home Rentals ". SALE at 1602 Diadsen _weekteirensisuria
mat rti
_Will_ .,.._ gen _. 4
-74591tfielftiir- trietecitil-09---Tpira
s
tiAitio- watiber
•TRAILER FOR RENT. 10
Behind Rib Shack all -:TusCright for developing..
..,- of Vs 8 sheets from $275 ,
and,dryec.s,01_753-3974._ 22 Muciral
'Laboratory Technolps,ist-full time
.
per acre. Five
wide,
2
bedroomi.
kinds
of clothes and
--Id title rifilItIes - ruin-1*-i
'
:pdsition. Sarky_eigiiinen.5atarate with
acre,'
finilea from.:14.,Furnished.
$511
month.
lutchta-tikil
tiTAitmlez--7
1460-and vs.- vinyls:hoc'
- TEX --Itritt011dr317•
.-_-7-Lake, 169,3700 20 per;
-experterrce.. -Appty -at Trigg Coteity
• EasTof Ahno. Call 753Used firnhure
covering $2:50 yard in 6 '
Paducah, Ky. -Across
miles
cent down. We have
YARD
SALE,
III
6791.
Hospital, Inc. P. 0.. Box 312, Cadiz,
Used Appliances
ft widths. Rou & Tuck
from Irving Cobb Hotel.
others. J. H. Austin
North
of
Stella
on
121
Kentucky 42211
' with R. B. King, 502Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Used TV's
Phone 443-3879 Shop if
MOBILE HOMES and
Southland Real Estate,
Highway 27 29 and 29. 8Hwy
522-3215 Ext. 37.
45,1mi so. Martin,
you like, but check our
mobilihome,spaces for
Hodge & Son, Inc.
Box 233, clarksville,
6. Bicycle, tricycle,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
prices. Open late Friday
rent, at Riviera Courts
Tenn. 37040. Phone 5227055.
rocking horse and lots
SA
Martin, Tn. 38237
nights.
tall 75.3-3280.
6831.
of other items
Pd.

Diatr by Utast Natoli. Symbiotic

If You
Need Them:
sg•

•

1011,14011P110111ABEE ERIS

16. Home Furnishings

elknsww to Friday $ Pucci*
A

nn mom
nano fICPVICEI
oo noonono sn
moo (mom non
ontin nno 000n
nnonno m000n
ono
ono
emo000 SODOM
13°00 000 MOB
ocio MOOD non
on ER:1013000 no
oomou 0013013
0013130 130E1013
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43 Real Estate
130 ACRES PRIME land
for developing very near
beautiful Ky. Lake and a
famous resort, less than
mile on Highway 147
and city water. New road
has just been built circling through property
and another proposed
road has been surveyed
for future developing.
Total price $660 per acre
and close to the Land
Between the Lakes J. H.
Austin, Southland Real
Estate, Box 233, Clarkville, TN 37040. Phone
522-6831.
INTERESTED
Percent? Rental In11
2
come Property 1 /
blocks from MSU. 7
room frame house.
Stone fireplace in pine
paneled Living room.
gas heat. Plus two
garage apts, 1 - 1
bedroom, 1- 2 bedroom.
753-9537.-

busti
,tb;
o
MEr
HOrpe
This could
you are
Property
business, I
just a lovelj
two blocks
thouse, 4 b,
3 bath,stud
and dining
bination
burning fi]
large kite
range,
disposal an
.r
Low
t:h
or22E
t.K
2
p Riu

LA
BAR
PROP

BOAT
cottage
lot,firepl

BOAT
60,2 bedi
home w
$16,000.

CUME
SHORES
lakefron
garage,$

PrufesaionalSery ices
With The Frterackly Touch-

In The Country; Low
Taxes. This nice 3
bedroom , 11
/
2 bath,
brick veneer, with central hea
air.
Loc
water
on a,
x 154' lot.
Newly listed and
priced in Mid 30's.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
OPEN
HOUSE,
SHOWING good two
bedroom, 11 a.m. to 7
p.m. at 315 N.- 7th
Reduced to $15,900 C. 0.
Bonduranr Realty, 7539954 or 753-3460. .
ROOMY
IN
AND
ROOMY OUT... large
home for the large
family. 5 bedrooms,
living room and family
room all on 1 acre lot.
Recently painted inside
and out. Priced in the
30's LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
W % Poplar-11~ml

QUALI
REALTYTY
153.9625
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of highway frontage. Located
within minutes of_ Kr.-1.ake -Priced in Mid
teens. Phone KOPPERUD REALTy,7531- 2-2. We provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service.

PARK
SHORES
family
dock,$75

STALI,01
VISION 2
fireplace
front,$10

ROCKCA
water fro
bedroom
$74,200.

Many h
building
choose trr
ther infor
collect:

Ly
We
Ret

522-I
Hwy 61
west ul
Open 7

MondayPrice Ha
• Cairo

Aquabo
being c
tucky 12
mer. Al
Callows
Marsha
plicantl
pleted
than Ju

0

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any4,_
.
phase of .realestate activity, give us a call at .%
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at :„
KOPPERUD REALTY
want to be YOUR Real
Estate People.

It's A
Fact

•••••••••

•

'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch'

Looking For A Lake
view?-- Here it is!
home has
Toorma
tilt,
potrhes. Ayr furniture.
appl's and freeiii-.

Seeing
bedroa
Priced
Comet

MQ12ge_

Gmtirgti .bent

conditioning
- ed
ood
lot with lake viewboat ramp privileges.
Only $19,500. BoydMajor4 Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Loretta
Helen!
Brenda
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43 Real Estate-

tIME land
very near
Lake and a
, less than
ghway 147
. New road
built cir, property
proposed
surveyed

>0 per acre
the Land
..akes J. H.
land Real
133, Clark40. Phone

Lental In1
2
!rty 1 /
MSU. 7
le house.
ice in pine
ing room.
Plus two
1 - 1
2 bedroom.

43 Real Estate

HOME,business, or both.
This could be the place
you are looking for
• Property is zoned for
business, but could be
just a lovely home within
two blocks of the courthouse, 4 bedroom brick,
3 bath,study,living room
and dining room combination with woodburning fireplace, also
large kitchen including
refrigerator,
range,
disposal and dishwasher.
Low thirties. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,

LAKE
BARKLEY
PROPERTIES
BOAT
HAVENcottage with large
lot,fireplace, $28,000.
BOAT HAVEN 12X
60, 2 bedroom mobile
home with garage,
$16,000.
CUMBERLAND
SHORES 4 bedroom,
lakefront, 2 car'
garage,865,000.

JOR
FATE
80

Ser.Ices
ly Touch''

try; Low
nice 3
11
/
2 bath,
with cenril air.
Midwater
154' lot.
ed and
4id 30's.
Real
12th.
insninnInms,

OUSE,
good two
a.m. to 7
N.. 7th
5,900 C. 0.
!alty,

POWDER. YOUR FACE
WITH SUNSHINE... and
trot on over... 2 bedroom
brick and stone... large
with
room
living
fireplace...North School
District. Priced in the
20's. Make an offer
today. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 1956'
753-5-646
LOCATED-ON -A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted
throughout
home has living room,
dining rsoom, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our conveniently located office
in the White House
Building,/11 Main for all
you real estate needs.

PARK
VIEW
SHORES 2 bedroom,
family room, boat
dock,$75,200.

m‘11

.STALLONS SUBDIVISION 2 bedrooms 4
fireplaces,
water
front,$100,000.
ROCKCASTLE new
water front home, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
674,200.
Many homes and
building sites to
choose trom. For further information call
collect:
Lynn
Waller
Realtor
sn-rss
Hwy 8.81mile
west of Cadiz
Open? Days

BOYD-MAJORS'"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

Newly
Listed -2
bedroom home, attractive kitchen-dining, spacious living_
room
iiTifamily
and
room. Has attached
garage and partial
basement. See it
today. High 20's. Boydmajors Real Estate,
105N. 12th.
Ana

g
AND
T... large
.he large
)edrooms,
ind family
1 acre lot. °.
ited inside
in the
[TA JOBS
753-1492.

sr- Benton

110

7531625
5.7o to

several
lding sites
ft. of high!. Located
es of Ky.
i in Mid
KOPLTY
a
4e of Real

REALTY
Arne sales
to assist
I Estate
ai have a
rding any,
estate ace call at
op by our
located
am. We at
REALTY
XIII Real

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
'
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday -- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.

SUMMER JOBS
Aquaboggan International, a new waterslide
being constructed on Highway 641 near Kentucky Darn, is now hiring personnel for the summer. Applications may be picked up at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce and
Marshall County Chamber of Commerce. Applicants must be at least 18 years of age. Completed applications should be returned no later
than June 1, 1978. to
Aquaboggen International
P. 0. Box 887
Murray, Kentucky 42071

OUT OF THIS WORLD!
That's what you'll say
When You See The

All Marble
Showroom

Thornton Tile
& Marble
-Quality Thal %Val Please
753 5719
612 5. 9th

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 2104

-ANT-ADS-ARE TOIM.BUBLIY!
50 Campers

43. Real Estate

FARMER JOE/43
FARM PRODUCE
Poe- ,s,ms•
South 12th at Sy camoriz
TELEPHONE 7511061

45 Farms For Sale
FARM
100
ACRE
869,500, 60 acres $45,000,
83 acres farm with
mobile home, outbuildings and this years
tobacco crop $87,500.
° The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors, 759-1707.

PrVIrts

HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part
basement,on large lot in
Keniana
Subdivision.
Call 436-2473.
FOR SALE By owner, 3
bedroom, 2 bath,
fireplace, appliances,
hardwood, some carpet, storage, shady lot,
good location 217 South
15th Call 759-1768 for
appointment.
TWO BEDROOM house,
newly
heat,
gas
decorated, new kitchen
cabinets. Four miles
from Murray. $15,900.
Call 753-7674 or 753-1513.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bedroom house with
steel siding, carpeted
with garage. On half
acre lot. Under $16,000.
Has a finished upstairs.
Call 489-2492.
BEDROOMS,
TWO
-carpeted living room
with cathedral ceilings
Contemporary
basement,
fireplace,
sundeck. On two acres.
Partly, fenced on Dr.
Douglas Rd. 822,000.
Call 436-5482.
2
BRICK -HOUSE,
bedroom, bath and half,
walk out half basement.
Patio. 10' wide, carport,
5 acres land. One Small
outbuilding. Price
$32,500. Call 474-2248.
HOUSE AND LOT for
sale. Three bedroom and
1 bath, Barnett Street,
Hazel. Call 753-4155 after
5.
FOR SALE BY owner-3
bedroom house 412 acres.
Barn and work shop. Call
436-2693..
FOR SALE BY owner in
Gatesborough.
Three
bedroom 2 bath. Call
753-5603.
BY
OWNER - 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
garage, Centritt-air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x .24
living room with full
stoned wall ftreplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
on k2 an acre in Lynnwood Estates, 2 miles
of
Murray.
South
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
7 Motorcycles
1975 HARLEY Davi son,
1200 CC Chopper. Has
1" rake, 15"extender
legs, heads and primer
covers, battery cover,
point
cover,
all
chromed and lots of
extras. Sharp. Call 4748823.

1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. Call 753-5696.

V

Touch"

A Lake
it is!
11113---946

Indite*.
1rej.
str
Wooded
viewvileges
BoydEstate,

Seeing is believing. . . View this immaculate 3
bedroom, 1% bath. Beam ceiling in-Aachen.
Priced in the 30's. 1705 College Farm Road.
Come by to viewon Sunday from 2:00 to 4:00.

753-1441

Judy Johnston-437-4446
Loretta fobs-753-6079
Bill Payne-753-9794
Helen Spann-753-8579 Glenda Smith-753-1499
Brenda Jones-753-8668
Amos McCarty-753-2249

s

IORRY

- 0

*. tImr

46 Homes For Sale

1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.

In•

Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507.

1

©1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc

48 Automotive Service

WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've got a
and
good thing going with ALL TYPES backhoe
tank work. Field
septic
Starcraft. Compete line
tile lines installed, 28
travel trailers, pop ups,
experience.
parts and accessories. , years
through
Health
Licensed
Toppers and • used
Department. Call Rex
campers. East 94 HighCamp, 753-5933.
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
SEPTIC TANK PUM51. Services Offered
PING. Residential and
commercial.
Rex Camp
LICENSED ELEC753-5933.
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

WILL DO BABYSMING
Cherry Corner. Have
fenced in yard, shade .
trees,
swings.'
References. By hour,
day or week. Call 7594093.
502 Ple• West, eMs. hew 'Per ilewateval features 3
bedrooms, ps bee and smell lot which respires little sp-keep.
Ideal for retired couple. Give us. call, we'll be happy to show
ibis to yes.

Do you sweat stedy? A family rope? A spent' game
room? A sewing room? A formal diming rept? A cypress
MO end warms male sad sbeded beck yard? A Pelle or
prep large enough for•smell sloop? Geed neiebbers? If..
call es for en appoietetent to se* lOis very livable hems.

Owe of tbis nicer Pt beep is Neuf, Ps Pee remedeted
new Insvierien. Nes fireplace and ewe carpet. Al dis for
$11,400.00.

This new Mime bus tesetrel beet d.0, ell resets ere nice
sins, peeled carpeted and located on a reel geed let with
Net dmiallIPL

-Art yew laterieted la small tann-eren strtnrierge pardon.
These 5 ecres neer old Alms is such s piece end bus 3
beeper bens, well water, siding mid is an ideal Mune.

Integ annetry living? Thee tyke •look et this 3 beeream1V2
batik lestest locoed appresimately 3 moss front mimes III
SP*. Ode.isemores inched* sip lot, control PP end a
mid storm deers end windows. Redwood from MAO Is
$34,501.

753-2515

-17KR-650--ekionner-Now-2 troolletl
Built
nw front end.$2250Call _
and painted by Jim
1-354-6217

4•••

49 Used Cars & Trucks

WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extimates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8366 after 5 p.m.

EXPERIENCED MAN
LTD
FORD
1975
will do interior wood
TRUCK TIRE Sale - Brougham; Loaded with
working finish carHiway tread, 700x15", 6
extras, air, stereo,
cabinet
pentr\and
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
etc.
speed control,
finishing. Call 435FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
Excellent condition. By
evening. GUTTERING BY SEARS
-4 1 5 0
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
owner. Call 753-7872.
Sears continuous gutter
Wallin
Hardware,
installed per your
FOR INSULATION
- Paris.
1976 CHEVY CAPRICE
specifications.
Call
Call
Jackson
needs.
hardtop.
Classic, 4 door
49 Used Cars & Trucks
gears
753-2310
for
free
Purchase Insulation,
All power. Extra nice.
estimates.
759-1820.
1973 MERCURY Monsee
to
Price $3,775. Must
tego, power, air, AMappreciate. all 753-2858 BEAUTIFY your home WATCH AND CLOCK
FM stereo, needs body
after 4 cum
repair. Call 759-1231.
with lightweight easy-towork, $1150. 1967 Chevy
install
Eldorado
Stone.
deluxe
pickup runs but motor
1971 DATSUN
No costly footings or PIANO TUNING and
needs work, $110. Call
1200. Radio, CB, 5 new
repair. Call Joe Jackson
foundations.
100 percent
759Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
tires. For $685.
after 5 p. m. '753-7149.
fireproof
masonary
4579 after 5 p.m.
product.
Less
flat
one
ton
than
DODGE
the
.1973
"CARPET CLEANING at
cost of natural stone.
V. W. DUNE buggy with
bed truck. Call 753-4707.
reasonable rates.
Use for interior or exfigerblass body. $995.
Prompt and efficient.
terior. An excellent do1974 FORD Capri. Good
Can be seen Murray
Custom Carpet Care,
lt-yourself projector we
condition, 4 speed, new
_Ford Tractor, 4th and
753-1335.
will install. Buy direct
tires call 492-8890 after 5
Sycamore.
from
our factory.
p.m.
MOBILE HOME AN-Timber-Lodge Stone and
1976 ONE TON flat bed
CHORS, underpinning
1971 FOUR CYLINDER
Fireplace, 706
truck, $3995. Call 759N.
awnings, , carports and
;,pinto, 2 dOor. Has four
Market Street, Paris,
4895.
roofs sealed. Call Jack
new tires, new _IL P.
-Tenn, 33242, Phone -901------Glover 153-1873 -after -5Battery, new spark
642-1328.
1963 PLYMOUTH. Very
..or weekends. _ _
plug, radio, heater and
good condition. Will
air condition. Average
guarantee. $300. Call WET BASEMENT? We BYARS BROTHERS &
33 Miles per gallon.
make wet basements
SON - General home
753-7231.
$1,000. Call 492-8375.
dry, work completely
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
guaranteed. Call or
USED CAR- 1976 Ford
1973 CHEVROLET
write Morgan Congutters. Call 1-354-8951
Maverick. Full power
pickup, long bed, small
struction Co., Route'2,
or 1-362-4895.
and air, automatic
V-i. Standard. Nice.
Box 409 A. Paducah,Ky.
transmission, 16,000
$1750. 1972 Chevrolet
42001. Phone day pr- __FENCE SALES at Sears
miles. One owner Call
sedan, 350 automatic,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
night 442-7026.
753-7269.
power steering and
for free estimates for
power brakes. New
your needs.
1969 PONTIAC Tempest INSULATION
BLOWN
shocks and tune-up.
IN
2
barrel,
by
Custom.
350,
Sears
save
on
$1495. Call 759-1801.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
these high heat and
power steering, brakes
Custom built vinyl lined
cooling
bills.
condition.
$500.
Call
and
air
Sears
1973 TORINO wagon, air,
pools. Several sizes.
753-2310
for
free
Call 435-4269.
low mileage. Excellent
Water Valley 355-2838 or
estimates.
condition. $1295. Call
328-8567 call collect.
BUS FOR SALE 1968
753-3704.
International, 60 MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
Excellent
passenger.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel.
sealing,
patching
753-4377
cail
condition
drive. Call 435-4383.
striping. For free
or 753-8004.
- estimates call 753-1537.
1966
MUSTANG,6,
1
2 ton,
1966 CHEVROLET/
cylinder. Make offer.
QUALITY SERVICE
DO YOU need stumps
long wide bed. 283
Call 753-9228.
Company Inc. Air conremoved
from
your
yard
automatic, 1600. Call
dition: sales and seror land cleared of
435-4264
vice. Modern sheet
stumps? We can remove
1971
CHEVROLET.
stumps up to 24"
metal
department.
1972 DODGE DART, low
CUSTOM
Deluxe
beneath ground. Leaves
Wisehart,
Larry
mileage. Excellent
pickup. Power steering
only sawdust and chips
President. Phone 753Power,
air.
condition.
and air. Local one
Call for free Estimate,
9290.
Must sell. Best offer.
owner. 30,000 miles.
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
7
.5341560.
With 36" camper top.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
PROFESSIONAL window
Tractar tires. 11-28
50 Campers
cleaner, private homes,
Ford 6 ft. disc. Call 753SPRAY PAINTING of all
offices, store fronts, etc.
3942.
pop
8
1976 STARCRAFT
kinds. Metal roofs,
20 years experience.
up camper, sleeps 8.
barns, farms and
Call 901-782-5981.
THE LAST OF THE big
Like new. With extras.
homes. Call Ralph
ones. 1976 Olds 98
Call 753-4012.
Worley, 436-2563.
LICENSED ELECRegency. Loaded with
TRICIAN and gas inall the extras. Only
will
do
stallation
28,00 miles. Call 753plumbing heating and
3621 daytime, or 753sewer cleaning. Call 7534818 after 5:00.
7203.
1976 MONZA 4 speed,
or
TREES
NEED
$2500 or best offer. Call
or
cut
----Shrubbery
759-1158.
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.
THE FABULOUS flivver
scaled down replica 1911
WOULD LIKE TO takg
Ford T-11 by Mini-Kars,
care of elderly persons. 8
Inc. 502-753-1415.
to 5. $2.00 per hour. Will
•
furnish references.
1977 VENTURA, used
/
2 bath,located in county on
Three bedroom, 11
Nurses Aid. Call 753-6198
I time. Call 437-417L
11
/
2 acre lot. Electric heat, air conditioned
or 753-1690.
double wide driveway, 24 x 18 storage
building. Single car garage.
1975
VEGA
HATFOR YOUR septic tanj(
CHBACK. Four speed.
and barkhoe work
32,000 miles. Four
needs. Also septic tank
cylinder. Air condition.
cleaning. Call .John
Reasonably priced. Call
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
9:00-121,30 753-3939, after
436-5348.
5 759-1694.

1972 YAMAIIA 360 trail
bike. New tire. $300. 1974 FORD RANCHERO
CT 351 automatic double
1971 Hodaka Super Rat
power and air nice.
100, new tire, $125. Call
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
759-1829. .
BSA-.M.--444444._____are
fourwOrel dri 360 4

Harley rearend,t
a
crushed velvet se and
lots of chrome. Ridden.
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206, Serious
inquiries only.

c-,27 Irril

51 Services Offered
'I
LNG and
discing. Call 753-1261
after 4.

1946 CHEYR-CET
Fleetmaster 4 door.
original
Excellent
condition. Sealed bids
only. Send to P. 0. Box
88, Murray. Can be seen
at Ryan ST.

OPENING
June 1st

MC.
ADVANCEDTit:i and
Automotive
Service Center
4th & Chestnut

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Cull 436-2563, •
Ralnh Worley.
, Ron Talent
FREE,T18_0_11LLIffef:
Prelii fattens, healt_hy, _
hnitsTerrolivi
-OINT M4347
FREE KITTENS itrey
and white, short haired,
good
mousers,
housebroken Call 4365502.

INSURANCE

& REAL ESTATE ;53-$3:1:23:::::31wwA2M-1141.nisY:ilit4S"itniel

Middle School
Students Visit
High School

DISCUSS OFFERINGS — Mrs. Geneva Brownfield and Mrs. Charlotte Barker discuss
course offerings at Murray High School with Murray Middle School 8th graders, from
Photos by Kaye Peebles
left Mary Ann Gordon, Chris Priddy and Leslie Hopkins.

Murray Middle School
eighth grade students recently
Murray
High,
visited
climaxing an orientation for
high school.
Students selected subjects
for next school year and
tentatively planned their next
four years of school.
Mrs. Charlotte Barker,
counselor at Murray High,
and Mrs. Geneva Brownfield,
counselor at Murray Middle,
have advised students individually about careers and
curriulum.
"Parents are encouraged to
call or visit the counselors to
discass this phase of their
children's education," a
spokesman said.

Fisher, Sr., will preach for his
last Sunday at the First United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
May X,prior to his retirexnent
and moving to his new
residence at 1217 Swallow
lane, Memphis, Tn.
''Christ Is The Answer" will
be the topic of his sermon for
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. worship services on Sunday at the
churth. His text will be from
Acts 2:37-47.
Church School. will be held
between the morning worship
services.

EXPLAINING EQUIPMENT — Tammy Melton(second from right) Murray High School
student, explains some of the equipment in the Science lab to (from left) Tiffany Taylor,
Mary Ann Gordon, Karla Russell, Chris Priddy, Kate Shepherd and Leslie Hopkins.

.

-71
1 Deaths and 1iie6
Mrs. Flora Thomas
Dies Friday With

Carl Alexander
Dies Early Today

CLINIC CLOSED
Houston-McDevitt Clinic
offices will be closed Monday
in observance of the Metnorial
Day holiday according to Ray
Laser, clinic administrator.

off
Too Far In Future,
Kentucky

If the ozone level reached 0.5 determine the outlook for the
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Carl C. Alexander, 83, died
The customary advice for
at 1:45 a. m. this morning at When the summer's, second persons with respiratory or parts per million, a crisis coming day or so.
"It's impossible to predict
the Murray-Calloway County air pollution alert is called in heart
to would result — a shutdown of
is
ailments
the Louisville area, can reduce physical and outdoor industries and banning of all when an alert condition will be
Hospital.
present, how long it will last
Mr. Alexander is survived similar alerts for the rest of activity and get into an air except emergency traffic.
Mrs. Flora Thomas of Hazel by his wife, Carlene Joyce Kentucky be far behind?
how many we'll have
and
there
is
no
said
Clements
possible,
if
conditioned room
surnmer,Route Two died Friday at Alexander who resides in
the
during
pollution
the
believe
reason
to
The ingredients that trigger especially during afternoon
10:30 a.m. at the Convalescent Dexter where the couple made such conditions are warm and early evening.
- index in this state ever will Clements said.
Division of the Murray- their home.
weather, lack of wind and
The usual request to reach the warning stage, but
Calloway County Hospital.
Other survivors include two plenty of sunshine.
industries is to reduce their :he added that- weAther patShe was 96 years of age and daughters, Mrs. Samule Ida
"A photochemical reaction emissions by about 25 percent. terns are fairly unpredictable.
the wife of James M. Thomas Brooks) Morton of In- results," said Bill Clements, a
All state authorities can do
And motorists are urged to
who died in 1955.
dianapolis,Ind.; and Mrs. Jim state air pollution official. reduce their driving and stay now is consult with federal
The deceased was a
weather officials to try to
The ultraviolet rays of fh
Loma) Borders of Rt. 2,
--P
1- out of the downtown area.
member of the Christian
Murray; - one step-daughter, sun come through and react
That's all that has happened
Union Church at Model, Tn. Mrs. Jim (Barbara Nell) with automobile exhausts and • so far from the standpoint of
"The Challenge of Nona
Born Oct. 19. 1881, in Henry Hudson of Dexter; one son, hydrocarbon
types
Conformity" will be the
County. Tn., she was the Edmond Alexander of In- emissions from industry."
subject of the sermon by the
But Clements, the chief of
daugpter of the late James dianpolis: two step-sons,
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos at the
The villian in this ease
field operations in enBeard and Sally Seawright Wallace Leitchfield of Dexter ozone. When, it reaches 0.1 forcement and surveillance in
10:45 a. m. worship services
Beard.
on Sunday, May 28, at the
and Glendale Leitchfiled of Parts per million, the state the division of air pollution
Mrs. Thomas is survived by Hardin; 'two sisters. Mrs. issues an alert.
First Christian Church.
control, said Friday things
three daughters, Mrs. Edith Fleta Perry of Nashville and
By then, many Kentuckians could get worse.
The_Chancel Choir, directed
Barrett, Murray Route Eight, Mrs. ‘'audie Edwards of in the affected area already
by Margaret Porter with Jane
For example, the ozone
A Seventh-day Adventist
Mrs Homer ( Martlwi) Sykes; Kirksey; and one brother know what is happening. Their
level could reach 0.4 parts per, Magazine, These Times, Hutson as organist, will sing
Stewart, Tn., and Mrs. H. L . Denny Alexander of In- eyes smart and their throats
million, which would touch Off which is. published in Nash- the anthem "Psalm 91."
Allernice.i Cathey., 4tirray__dianapais.,
scratch.
Mc,Ferron- will be
ville by -Lirtor SOUthern
-the warnifigsiage•
Route Four; half sister, Mrs.
Mr. Alexander is 'also
That would prompt stronger Publishing Association, has worship leader and Amy Roos
Mary Davidson, Jackson, Tn4---survived by n grandchildren,
requests to all concerned, with won a top award in the - will be.candle lighter.
Half brother, R. H. Salmon, 15 great grandchildren. nine
Ty Holland, Auburn Wells
a 50 percent reduction in in- Associated Church Press
Paris Tn.; seven grand- step-grandchildren and one
will
serve as eldces. Deacons
dustrial emissions.
Luther
Award, according' to
children, Robert Barrett, step-great-grandchild.
and deaconesses will be Voris
May,
pastor
of
the
local
Preston Barrett, and Hal
Funeral arrangements are
The Rev. Buzz Rabatin,
Seventh-day Adventist Wells, Jim Boone, Betty Gore,
Cathey, all of Murray, Donnie incomplete at this time. pastor
First
Darrel McFerron, Johnna
the
of
Church.
,
Sykes. Nashville, Tn., Mrs Friends may call at the Max Presbyterian Church, will
Puttoff,
and Fred Wells:
The
award
magazine won an
Fisher, Churchill Funeral Home after speak at the 10:45 a.m. worSteve (Patricia
Greeters will be Dr. and Mrs.
of
"general
exmerit
for
Pennsylvania, Miss Judy 6 p. m. today.
ship services on Sunday, May
cellence" in the four-color' Woodfin Hutson and Mr. and
Cathey, College Park, Md.,
28. His scripture will be from
magazine` category, which Mrs. Lenvel Yates. Frank
Jeanette
and Mrs. Tom
the New Testament.
brought entries from 27 Roberts will be the official
Blakefield, Maysville; seven
A choral introit and anthem
leading
religious publications church visitor for thweek of
The
Sev'enth
and
Poplar
great grandchildren.
May 29.
will be'sung by the church Church of Christ will hear Bro. in North America.
The funeral will be held
Senior Youth Group and
choir, directed by Kathy John Dale speak at the 8:30
In
award,
the
presenting
the
Funeral services for James
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Mowery who is also organist. a.m., 10:40 a.m., and six p.m. Associated Church Press Vespers will meet at six p. m.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman B. Baby Deweese will be
Church School will be held worship services on Sunday, Tudges call These Times, a' on Sunday,Sunday School will
Funeral Home with the Rev. held today at two p.m. at the at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
be at 9:30 a.m.
May 28. His morning subject 'clean, neat, well-written.
Thomas DeRumus officiating. chapel of the Byrn Funeral
The worship committee will will be -Sin Is Serious" with well-edited magazine," and
Pallbearers will be Robert Home, Mayfield, with the Rev. meet Wednesday, May 31, at
said the Nashville based
and Preston Barrett, Hal Cary Puckett, the Rev. 7:30 p.m. A Session Retreat is scripture from I John 3:1-5,
magazine was "thoughly
be
topic
will
evening
Cathey, Tom Blakefield, Clarence Hare, the Rev. W. D. scheduled for June 9 and 10 at and his
professional."
Armageddon"
Battle
of
"The
Lowery,
the
Rev.
Walter
Steve
Sykes,
and
Donnie
the lakeside home of Dr. and with scripture from Rev.
monthly
A
36-page
Fisher. Burial will follow in Hancock, and the Rev. James Mrs. Donald Hughes.
magazine, These Times, is
16:16-21.
Shockley
officiating.
Burial
Cemetery
in
the Wofford
The summer worship serAssisting in the services will edited by Kenneth Holland,
will follow in the Highland
Stewart County, Tn.
vices of the church will be held be Ray Karraker, Owen senior editor, and Ralph
Friends may call at the Park Cemetery there.
at ten a.m. each Sunday Moseley, Rick Spann, Ronnie Blodgett, assistant editor
Mr. Deweese, age 68, forfuneral home.
during the months of June, Sills, Bruce McManus, Earl
The magazine has a cirmer superintendent of Graves
July, and August. All tourists Nanny, Jerry Bolls, Leon culation of 225,000 and a
County Schools, died Thurand campers are welcome to Adams, Ted Howard, Edgar readership of more than half a
sday at 5:25 a.m. at the
come as you are to worship, Rowland, Eddie Rogers, million people of all faiths,
Community
Hospital, and nursery is provided
Charles ()Tree, and Jerry Pastor May said.
Mayfield.
during the worship service, Humphreys.
r
He is survived by his wife,
according to the church
Presiding and serving The
-Mrs, Jessie Barnes, age 84, Mrs. Martha Dell Deweese, pastor, the Rev. Rabatin.
Lord's Supper will be Jerry
Mayfield;
one
sister,
Mrs.
L.
at
3:30
Tenn.
died
of Puryear,
Ainley, Bob LaMastus, James
p.m. Friday at the Con- V. Crouse, Memphis, Tn.; one
Thurmond, _ and Paul Kelly,
brother,Clyde
0.
Deweese,
of
the.
Division
valascent
Holt LaMastus will be the teen
County Springfield, Mo.; one cousin,
Murray-Calloway
Holy Communion will be
nursery helper. Max Walker,
James
L.
Haworth,
Frankfort.
was
the
Barnes
Hospital. Mrs.
at the 9:45 arr.
celebrated
Curtis Warner, Jack Ward,.
widow of Van T. Barnes who
Sunday,
and J. R. Watson will serve on worship services on
John's
died May 12 1972.
„St.
at
28,
May
the extension department.
Main and
Born on July 29, 1893, in
Bible study will be held at Episcopal Church,
Stewart County, Tenn., she
Broach Streets, Murray.
Recognition of high school 9:40 a.m. Sunday'.
was the daughter of the late
The Rev. Stephen Davenseniors will be held during the
William Henry Hodges and
port is the vicar of the church.
1045 a. m. worship services of
Mrs. Tyleeh Henson, mother
Eddie Josephine Berens
Steve Hale will be the lay
the First Baptist Church on
Hodges. sirs.
of Rollie Henson, Jr., . died
.
Barnes' only
pastor,
reader, Ray Rodden will serve
FridaY at 444 a:m: at -4rSuaday,
daughter, Mrs. Etna Lou
Whittaker,
BillThe
Dr. 28.
the Rev.May
as acolyte, and Joan Brun will
Marshall County Hospital,
Turbyfill, died May 18, 1967.
will speak on the subject,
be in charge of the nursery.
Benton. She was 76 years of
Mrs. Barnes was a member of
Dreams and Visions" with_Chtuch
age, a resident of Paducah
the Puryear Church of'Christ.
scripture from Joel 2:28.
Route Four, and a member of
Survivors include one
The Church Choir, directed
Wayne Williams will speak
the
Rosebower
Baptist
brother, Glen C. Hodges of 603
by Wayne Halley, minister of on "To Go Or Not To Go" at
Church,
Paducah.
Meadow Lane, Murray;
music, with Joan Bowker as the 10:30 a.m. worship serThe deceased is survived by
D.
R.
brother-in-laws,
organist and Allene Knight as vices on Sunday, May 28, at
her husband, Rollie Henson;
Langston of 424 South eth St.
pianist, will present special the University Church of
two
sons, Rollie Jr., Kirksey,
Mrs.
L.
Murray; sister-in-law,
Assisting in the ser- Christ. The scripture reading
NEW PLYMOUTH HORIZON.
and Ellis Henson, Paducah; mask.
E. Hodges of Louisville.
vices will be G. T. Moody, will be from Psalm 8.
Discover a new HorizOn. With room for
one daughter, Mrs. Retina
, Several nieces and nephews
minister of education, and
At
the
six
p.m.
service
front-wheel drive stability,
a
four,
Swearingen, Paducah: three
alio ma-vive.
Jimmy Hamilton.
special
film
on
evangelism,
other standard items.
many
and
sisters, Mrs. Bernice Estes,
Funeral services will be
At the five p. m. service on "Going Into All The Wdrld
its The Car of the Yea0
wonder
No
Paducah, Mrs. Mary Dishheld at two p.m. Sunday at the
Sunday. Dr. Whittaker will With The Gospel," will be a
man, Marshall County, and
Puryear Church of Christ.
speak on "The Day Of The part of the ,service.
Mrs. Ruth Webber, Detroit,
Services will be conducted by
Lord" with scripture from
Assisting in the services will
Mich.; four brothers, John,
Bro. Robert Usery &
Joel 2:30-32; 3:13-18. The be Ernie Bailey, Robert
EPA mileage estimates. based on Horizon's
James, and Louis Duncan, all
msnuai transmission YOUI actual mileage
David Roos.
Adult Choir will present a Hendon, Bill Boyd, Duane
of Paducah, and Joe Duncan,
may ditter depending on your driving
Burial will be in the Puryear
selection and Wayne Halley Dycus, Prentice Dunn, James
habits,
your cars condition. and its
Benton; eight grandchildren;
optional equipment.
Cemetery.
will sing a solo. •
Feltner, and Terry Smith.
five
great
grandchildren.
the
at
Friends may call
Sunday School will be at 930
Serving The Lord's Supper
The funeral will be held
__Malock-Coleman Funeral
a.m.
Crcigan Sark
-801thrf "at tirErirm -at the
'
—fifio—
Home in Murray, gter
Volunteer nursery workers Wilson, Tim Feltner, Bob
way (saturday).
-chapel of the Lindeey Funeral
Sunday morning jfl be Dr. Houghton, Mark Alliw -Jeff
_
. -MosastPadigobiaitilthe Rev.
and WI'Itigt mnaway: mt. Berkley, SiniiiiiVaLL'huck
Joe Gardner •'end the Rev.
'VAE
•Stanffird Andrus, Mrs. Orvis
Nursery supervisors will be
Kentucky lake 7 a.m. 359.4.
Grandsons and nephew's Will -Hendrick, Miss Mitzi Cathey,
Sally
DuFord, Shirley Dunn,
Below dam 316.2 down 0 7 serve as pallbearers and
I 1-1111NI III
Mrs. Pete Estes, Miss Kari Ballard, Denise Ilycus,
' Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 359-5. burial will follow in the
Maryjane Estes, Miss l'at Linda Fain, and Millie Curd.
'Below dam 319.8 down 0.11. Briensburg Cemetery.
Schmelter, Pete Estes, and
Bible study will be held at
810 SYCAMORE
Sunset 8:06 p.m. Sunrise 5:41
PAA/CHDAA
Friends may call at the
Miss Susan Estes.
9:30
a. m. on Sunday.
funeral home.
a.m ,

Services Sunday

Dr. David C. Roos
Is Church Speaker
For First Church

Adventist

Magazine

Wins Award

fteit-Buzz Rabatin
Speaker Sunday

SPECIAL SPEAKERS at the six p.m. services on Sunday,
May 28, at the Memorial Baptist Church will be the Rev.
Max Sledd,left, and his wife, Betty Sledd, right. This will be
the last time the Sledds will speak at Memorial before
their return to mission ?sork in Nigeria. A reception
honoring the Sledds will be held in the fellowship hall
following the worship services and the public is invited,
according to the church pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White.
At the 10:50 a.m. services on Sunday the Rev. Dr. Carroll
Hubbard, Sr., will be honored as the first pastor of the
Memorial church. Special musk will be by Rob and Ann
Lough. Tornmy Wilkins sea direct the song Service and
Jimmy Wynn will serve as deacon of the week.

Caii For
Free

"We 40"
Windows

Estimates

Ron Atkinson

753-2501

When thickingharn-Ray and IZOD
Team up, Something dashing and difforent happens.
Look for these 1200 Classics.

Lacoste Knit Shirts
IZOD Khaki Slacks

Mrs. Jessie Barnes

Cardigan Sweaters

84 Dies Friday

First Baptist To
Honor Seniors At
Mrs. Tyleen Henson
Morning Worship
Dies Friday With
Funeral On Sunday

. Wayne Williams To
Speak, University
Of Christ

Golf jackets

COM

Terry Cloth Socks
Rain Suits

0111

Belts

Dixieland Center
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